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Introduction 
 

Guarantees of non-repetition (hereinafter “GNRs”) refer to measures aiming to prevent 

the recurrence of mass human rights violations. They form one of the four pillars (next to 

justice, truth and reparation) of transitional justice (hereinafter “TJ”), a field focused on finding 

the best response to the legacy of gross and systematic human rights violations in countries 

coming through a transition from an authoritarian rule or conflict towards democracy and 

sustainable peace.  

Coming to terms with the legacy of mass human rights violations is a very complex 

issue. It is widely believed that leaving past harms unaddressed may fuel future conflict; thus, 

it is essential for societies to confront past abuses to move on.1 In order to do so, TJ encompasses 

a full range of processes, including political, economic, cultural, sociological and psychological 

actions. Thus, although TJ deals largely with legal questions, it also finds its place in other 

fields, such as political science, sociology and social psychology. 

The main aims of TJ are ensuring accountability, providing redress for victims of past 

violations and preventing similar victimhood in the future. Hence, it comprises both the 

backward-looking and the forward-looking approach to past atrocities. In contrast with the 

remaining three pillars, which focus primarily on the past, for GNRs prevention is the core 

purpose. However, although preventing the recurrence of past violations is an agreed-upon 

objective, there is much ambiguity surrounding the concept of GNRs. Mayer-Rieckh, for 

instance, points out that while there is a generous amount of literature on the other three pillars, 

GNRs remain underexplored.2 For Sandoval, GNRs are “the missing piece of the transitional 

justice puzzle”.3 Finally, Pablo de Greiff has recently declared that even though success at 

prevention is crucial, as mass violations can scarcely be fully repaired, GNRs are “the least 

developed element of transitional justice”.4 

Therefore, the main goal of this thesis is to contribute to the conceptualisation of GNRs 

within TJ. In particular, I aim to describe how GNRs have become one of the four TJ pillars 

 
1 ANDRIEU, Kora. Transitional Justice: A New Discipline in Human Rights. Online Encyclopedia of Mass 
Violence [online] 18. January 2010 [Accessed 6. March 2022] Available at: https://www.sciencespo.fr/mass-
violence-war-massacre-resistance/en/document/transitional-justice-new-discipline-human-rights.html  
2 MAYER-RIECKH, Alexander. Guarantees of non-recurrence: An approximation. Hum. Rts. Q., 2017, 39, p. 
416 
3 SANDOVAL, Clara. Reflections on the Transformative Potential of Transitional Justice and the Nature of 
Social Change in Times of Transition. In: DUTHIE, Roger and SEILS, Paul (eds.). Justice Mosaic, How Context 
Shapes Transitional Justice in Fractured Societies. New York: International Center for Transitional Justice, 
2017. ISBN 978-0-9982829-0-9, p. 190 
4 DE GREIFF, Pablo. The future of the past: Reflections on the present state and prospects of transitional 
justice. International Journal of Transitional Justice, 2020, 14.2, p. 257 

https://www.sciencespo.fr/mass-violence-war-massacre-resistance/en/document/transitional-justice-new-discipline-human-rights.html
https://www.sciencespo.fr/mass-violence-war-massacre-resistance/en/document/transitional-justice-new-discipline-human-rights.html
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and what the legal grounds for the states’ obligation to ensure non-recurrence are. Furthermore, 

I will attempt to clarify what specific measures GNRs may entail; hence, how such an obligation 

can be fulfilled. The understanding of the GNRs’ content was initially limited to legislative 

changes and institutional reform. However, with the expansion of the field, these changes 

turned out to be insufficient for providing prevention. The scope of possible measures thus 

widened to cover the socio-economic dimensions of a conflict. To provide an example of how 

such a comprehensive approach may work in practice, I include a brief case study of Colombian 

experience.  

It is important to state that I am approaching this problem from the perspective of the 

State and its obligation under international law. Transitional justice processes usually involve 

a wide array of actors. They deal broadly with individuals – be it perpetrators that should be 

tried before a court, tainted public officials who need to be vetted, or victims to whom some 

form of reparation should be provided. Civil society organisations (human rights NGOs, 

religious organisations, trade unions, etc.) and victims’ associations have also proved to play a 

vital role in the TJ process. Most notably, they push for justice in the aftermath of a conflict, 

raise awareness of TJ processes, help gather information necessary for investigating past 

atrocities, or undertake other initiatives to promote the culture of respect for human rights. In 

weak transitional contexts, the assistance of international actors is essential. The United Nations 

(hereinafter “UN”) have historically been the primary international actor engaging in TJ. 

Nevertheless, as mentioned above, this thesis focuses primarily on the State as the main 

duty bearer on which the international human rights law (hereinafter “IHRL”) imposes the 

obligation to ensure non-repetition. The participation of the various actors is crucial for both 

designing and implementing an effective TJ program; however, from my point of view, the 

State is of a prominent position in the process. Even though some initiatives need to be taken 

by the other actors (especially in the societal sphere where the State can only hardly intervene 

directly), it is the State who should support and create a space for such interventions. 

As to the method used in this thesis, my aim was to theoretically analyse the concept of 

GNRs in terms of their origins and normative foundations as well as the understanding of what 

specific measures it entails. Subsequently, I aimed to explore its practical use in the case of the 

Colombian transition from an internal conflict to peace. 

In studying the subject, I relied primarily on foreign academic literature because there 

is only a limited number of Czech sources regarding the topic of transitional justice. Especially, 

the books An Introduction to Transitional Justice, edited by Olivera Simić, and Justice 

Mosaics: How Context Shapes Transitional Justice in Fractured Societies, edited by Roger 
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Duthie and Paul Seils, proved to be very valuable for my study of the field. Furthermore, I also 

drew heavily on primary sources, such as international treaties, decisions of international courts, 

UN reports and other UN conceptual materials. Finally, I also used internet sources to find the 

most up-to-date information. 

Ultimately, to outline the structure of this thesis, I first introduce the field of transitional 

justice, its main objectives and the four pillars on which it is based. This chapter is, however, 

rather brief and aims only to present the broader context of TJ, of which GNRs are an integral 

part. After this introductory chapter, I explore the origins and normative foundations of GNRs. 

The second chapter starts with a review of GNRs within the law of state responsibility, followed 

by an exploration of the concept’s development in IHRL and TJ. Chapter 3 focuses on the 

content of GNRs. As GNRs comprise an open-ended variety of measures, I do not aim to 

provide a list of specific measures falling under its scope. Rather, the chapter examines the 

reasons for the initial limitation of the scope to legal-institutional reform and the impact of the 

subsequent TJ’s expansion on the content of GNRs. However, to provide at least some 

framework, the chapter then briefly describes three categories of measures that are currently 

understood as possible GNRs. In the last chapter, I analyse the non-recurrence policy of 

Colombia, which has adopted a comprehensive approach and included an extensive list of 

GNRs in its TJ system. 
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1.  Transitional Justice 
 

In general terms, TJ refers to measures taken in response to systematic or massive 

human rights violations in countries transitioning from conflict or repressive rule towards 

democracy and sustainable peace. The UN has defined it as “the full range of processes and 

mechanisms associated with a society’s attempts to come to terms with a legacy of large-scale 

past abuses, in order to ensure accountability, serve justice and achieve reconciliation”.5 

Violent conflicts and repressive regimes usually leave behind devastated communities and 

individuals who were subjected to great injustices, including large-scale human rights 

violations. Such experience leads to a traumatised and divided society as well as a deep mistrust 

of the State and its institutions, both of which make the conditions of the country very fragile. 

Transitional justice therefore represents an approach to past abuses that provides redress to 

victims and enhances the conditions for (re-establishing) a decent civil order.6 In other words, 

the purpose of the TJ mechanisms is to address and delegitimise the atrocious past and, at the 

same time, (re)establish and legitimise a new, ideally peaceful and more democratic, regime.7  

Specific TJ policies may have different aims depending on the particular contexts of the 

countries in transition. However, they all share the following features: acknowledgment of the 

past violations and provision of redress for them, recognition of the dignity of individuals 

(especially victims), and efforts to prevent repetition of the atrocities.8 Thus, TJ aims not only 

to ensure accountability and provide redress for victims of the past violations but also to prevent 

similar victimhood in the future.9 Ultimately, TJ mechanisms aim to contribute to reconciliation 

and the strengthening of the rule of law.10 Hence, TJ comprises both the backward-looking and 

the forward-looking approach to past atrocities; in other words, “it deals with the past in order 

to ensure a peaceful future”.11  

 
5 UN Security Council, The rule of law and transitional justice in conflict and post-conflict societies: report of 
the Secretary-General, 23 August 2004, S/2004/616, par. 8 
6 UN Background note: What is transitional justice? [online]. [Accessed 12 November 2020] Available at:  
https://www.un.org/peacebuilding/sites/www.un.org.peacebuilding/files/documents/26_02_2008_background_n
ote.pdf  
7 MIHR, Anja. An introduction to transitional justice. In: SIMIĆ, Olivera (ed.). An introduction to transitional 
justice. 2nd edition. New York: Routledge, 2020. ISBN 978-1-003-02141-4. p. 2 
8 International Center for Transitional Justice. What Is Transitional Justice? [online]. [Accessed 12 November 
2020] Available at: https://www.ictj.org/about/transitional-justice  
9 UN Background note: What is transitional justice? Supra note 6 
10 DE GREIFF, Pablo. Theorizing transitional justice. NOMOS: Am. Soc'y Pol. Legal Phil., 2012, 51, pp. 40-41; 
see also UN General Assembly. Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion of truth, justice, reparation 
and guarantees of non-recurrence, Pablo de Greiff. 9 August 2012, A/HRC/21/46, par. 21 
11 DAVIDOVIC, Maja. The Law of ‘Never Again’: Transitional Justice and the Transformation of the Norm of 

Non-Recurrence. International Journal of Transitional Justice, 2021, 15.2, DOI: 10.1093/ijtj/ijab011, p. 2 

https://www.un.org/peacebuilding/sites/www.un.org.peacebuilding/files/documents/26_02_2008_background_note.pdf
https://www.un.org/peacebuilding/sites/www.un.org.peacebuilding/files/documents/26_02_2008_background_note.pdf
https://www.ictj.org/about/transitional-justice
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From the term “transitional justice”, one may assume that we are dealing with a special 

form of justice. However, it is rather a justice adapted to special conditions; specifically, to 

situations in which the human rights violations are “so numerous and so serious that the normal 

justice system will not be able to provide an adequate response”.12 There has been a 

proliferation of justice theories dealing with the question of how to best address past violations. 

Among those that have been most influential, and thus have shaped the field of TJ, are 

retributive, restorative, reparative, and social and transformative justice.13 Each of these 

conceptions prioritises different goals. For example, while retributive justice focuses primarily 

on the punishment of the perpetrators, restorative and reparative justice emphasise that more 

attention should be paid to victims and therefore focus on restoring the victims and repairing 

the harm they have suffered.14 Transitional justice combines the elements of these justice 

theories in the search for the most adequate response to the atrocious past. 

1.1.  Brief historical overview 

The roots of the TJ mechanism reach far back in the history. Some scholars have 

identified the restoring of democracy in 403 BCE in Athens as the first occurrence of TJ. They 

explain that, apart from policies of retribution against the overthrown oligarchy, the new 

democratic regime pursued reconciliation and consolidation of peace through, inter alia, an 

amnesty law.15 The Nuremberg trials are then usually considered a foundation of the modern 

TJ.16 

Nevertheless, according to Ruti Teitel and many other scholars, the modern-day notion 

of TJ crystallised in the late 1980s and early 1990s mainly around the political transitions in 

states of Latin America, in particular Argentina and Chile, and Eastern/Central Europe.17 Even 

though the specific contexts of these countries differed from one another, they were all 

transitioning from an oppressive rule. The main problem these States had to deal with was the 

 
12 International Center for Transitional Justice. What Is Transitional Justice? Supra note 8.  
13 MCGONIGLE LEYH, Brianne. The Socialisation of Transitional Justice: expanding justice theories within 
the field. Hum. Rts. & Int'l Legal Discourse, 2017, 11, pp. 83-85 
14 Ibid, p. 94 
15 ŠIPULOVÁ, Katarína. Tranzitivní spravedlnost a vyrovnávání se s minulostí. In: DUFEK, Pavel, SMEKAL, 
Hubert et. al. Lidská práva v mezinárodní politice. Prague: Wolters Kluwer, 2014. ISBN 978-80-7478-720-1. pp. 
319-320; see also REITER, Andrew G. The development of transitional justice. In: SIMIĆ, Olivera (ed.). An 
introduction to transitional justice. 2nd edition. New York: Routledge, 2020. ISBN 978-1-003-02141-4. pp. 30 
16 REITER, A. G. The development of transitional justice, supra note 15, pp. 31-32 
17 TEITEL, Ruti G. Globalizing transitional justice: contemporary essays. New York: Oxford University Press, 
2014. ISBN 978-0-19-539494-8. pp. 3-4; see also ARTHUR, Paige. How transitions reshaped human rights: a 
conceptual history of transitional justice. Hum. Rts. Q., 2009, 31e 
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abusive exercise of the State power. Thus, they were all facing similar dilemmas of how to 

effectively address the large-scale abuses perpetrated by the previous oppressive regime.18  

In the following years, the field of TJ has expanded across the globe, shifting the focus 

to transitions from conflict to peace. Bosnia and Herzegovina, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and the 

Democratic Republic of Congo are just a few examples of post-conflict States where TJ has 

taken place. The new contexts have brought several practical challenges that forced changes in 

the approach to TJ. For instance, a great diversity of actors and violence, re-integration of ex-

combatants or weakness of the State institutions have become important issues that need to be 

tackled by the TJ practitioners and policymakers. I will elaborate on the specifics of the post-

authoritarian and post-conflict contexts and on the challenges associated with the expansion of 

TJ in more detail in the following chapters (albeit with a focus on GNRs). 

1.2. Pillars of TJ 

It is evident from the above-mentioned information that TJ takes place in extraordinary 

situations of serious and mass atrocities. It deals primarily with gross violations of the IHRL 

and serious violations of the international humanitarian law.19 The normative framework for TJ 

is provided by four branches of public international law, namely the IHRL, international 

humanitarian law, international criminal law, and international refugee law.20 Various 

international legal instruments then enshrine that all States have four fundamental obligations 

regarding the redress for gross human rights violations: to prosecute and impose sanctions on 

those responsible for the violations, carry out a serious investigation of the violations, provide 

reparation for victims, and guarantee non-repetition of the violations.21 Justice, truth, 

reparation, and GNRs thus create the four pillars of TJ. Before I proceed to describe these four 

pillars in detail, a few more remarks need to be made. 

Firstly, these pillars and the specific measures they entail should not be seen as 

alternatives among which the States can choose. Rather, they should be seen as complementary 

to one another. Each of the measures has a very limited reach on its own and, what is perhaps 

even more important, if taken separately and in isolation from the others, it is very unlikely to 

 
18 ŠIPULOVÁ, K. Tranzitivní spravedlnost a vyrovnávání se s minulostí, supra note 15, pp. 318-319 
19 Integrated Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Standards: DDR and Transitional Justice [online]. 
[Accessed 3. February 2022] Available at: https://www.unddr.org/modules/IDDRS-6.20-DDR-and-TJ.pdf,  p. 3 
20 UN Guidance Note of the Secretary – General: United Nations Approach to Transitional Justice [online]. 
March 2010. Available at: https://www.un.org/ruleoflaw/files/TJ_Guidance_Note_March_2010FINAL.pdf, p. 3  
21 UN Background note: What is transitional justice? Supra note 6, p. 2; see also Integrated Disarmament, 
Demobilization and Reintegration Standards: DDR and Transitional Justice, supra note 19, p. 5 

https://www.unddr.org/modules/IDDRS-6.20-DDR-and-TJ.pdf
https://www.un.org/ruleoflaw/files/TJ_Guidance_Note_March_2010FINAL.pdf
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be perceived as an instance of justice.22 Prosecuting a few perpetrators without any form of 

truth-telling, institutional reform or reparations for victims will probably be perceived as 

scapegoating, truth-telling in isolation as mere words, and reparations without any other 

measures as an attempt to buy victims’ silence and acquiescence with “blood money”.23 

Secondly, the design of specific TJ processes and mechanisms must reflect the context 

of the particular country in transition. All countries have their special needs and conditions (and 

what may work in one place may not work in another). Furthermore, mechanical 

implementation of a template or prescribed model is very unlikely to address the root causes of 

the conflict and abuses. This is crucial for, firstly, coming to terms with the past violations and, 

secondly, preventing their recurrence in the future. This does not mean that the experiences of 

other countries should not be taken into consideration when designing a TJ programme; these 

can serve as a good starting point and help detect and avoid some potential errors. However, 

practice has shown that there is no such thing as a one-size-fits-all formula.24 

Accordingly, to design a suitable TJ plan, a broad analysis of the country context must 

take place. Apart from the assessment of the conflict and its roots, the analysis should focus on 

several issues, such as the identification of vulnerable groups (minorities, women, children, 

etc.), the nature and conditions of the legal system, and the country’s traditions.25 It should also 

be stated here that these processes should be carried out by national actors. Although the 

assistance of the international community is usually necessary in fragile war-torn or post-

authoritarian countries, its role lies rather in facilitating the processes and assisting the national 

stakeholders to develop their own national programmes.26 

It is also crucial to consult and engage the civil society, especially the victims, in the 

designing process. Public participation is essential for two main reasons. Firstly, it enhances 

the chances of detecting the special needs of communities affected by conflict or previous 

regimes and thus helping to find the best way of addressing past abuses. Secondly, the 

engagement of groups that have been excluded for so long signals a new approach in which 

their dignity as citizens is recognised.27 National human rights organisations often play a vital 

role in this task. 

 
22 DE GREIFF, P. Theorizing transitional justice, supra note 10, p. 36 
23 Ibid, p. 36; see also MAYER-RIECKH, A. Guarantees of non-recurrence: An approximation, supra note 2, p. 
430 
24 UN Security Council, The rule of law and transitional justice, supra note 5, paras. 14-16 
25 Ibid 
26 UN Guidance Note of the Secretary – General, supra note 20, p. 5 
27 International Center for Transitional Justice. What Is Transitional Justice? Supra note 8 
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To sum up, when designing a TJ plan that is suitable, it is necessary to investigate the 

context and needs of the society in question. Civil society should be engaged in such a process, 

and the final plan should consist of measures that are complementary to each other and thus can 

compensate for each other’s shortcomings. 

1.2.1.  Justice 

Criminal justice is often a central interest in the wake of gross human rights violations. 

It concerns the individual responsibility for crimes and States’ positive obligation to investigate, 

prosecute and punish perpetrators of core crimes, namely, genocide, war crimes, crimes against 

humanity, and the crime of aggression. Criminal trials are fundamental for strengthening the 

rule of law and citizens’ confidence that such offenses will no longer be tolerated. 

Criminal prosecution should primarily be handled at a national level.28 However, this 

may not always be a feasible option, as the justice system is not usually trusted in times of 

transition and the judges may be biased. Other political constraints, such as a simple reluctance 

to prosecute former leaders, may also stand in the way. One possible option is prosecution by 

the national court of another State under the universal jurisdiction (as was, for example, the 

case of the former dictator of Chad, Hissène Habré, who was prosecuted and sentenced by the 

Extraordinary African Chambers in Senegal29); however, there is still much controversy 

surrounding the principle, and its use remains quite rare.30  

Another option is criminal prosecution before international courts, such as the ad hoc 

International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and Rwanda (ICTR) or the 

International Criminal Court (ICC). However, according to the complementarity principle, the 

ICC is a court of last resort and thus will not exercise its jurisdiction unless “the State is 

unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or prosecution”.31 Furthermore, 

the international criminal courts have faced a lot of critique stemming, for example, from the 

distance from affected communities and the lengthiness of processes.32 

 
28 See for example UN Security Council, The rule of law and transitional justice, supra note 5, par. 40 
29 Human Rights Watch. Q&A: The Case of Hissène Habré before the Extraordinary African Chambers in 
Senegal [online], 3 May 2016. [Accessed 2. March 2022] Available at: 
https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/05/03/qa-case-hissene-habre-extraordinary-african-chambers-senegal  
30 VÍT, Jindřich. Způsoby urovnávání vnitrostátních a mezinárodních konfliktů a pojem “transitional justice“. 

Prague: Faculty of Law of the Charles University. 2016. Master’s thesis. Thesis supervisor Šturma, Pavel. 

Available at: https://dspace.cuni.cz/handle/20.500.11956/76267. p. 34 
31 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. United Nations – Treaty Series, vol. 2187, No. 38544. 17 
July 1998. Art. 17 
32 GIBSON, Kate. An uneasy co-existence: the relationship between internationalised criminal courts and their 
domestic counterparts. Int'l Crim. L. Rev., 2009, 9. p. 276 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/05/03/qa-case-hissene-habre-extraordinary-african-chambers-senegal
https://dspace.cuni.cz/handle/20.500.11956/76267
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Between domestic and purely international courts, there are also examples of so-called 

internationalised courts created for prosecution of international crimes (e.g. Special Court for 

Sierra Leone, Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia and Regulation 64 Panels in 

the courts of Kosovo33). These are assumed to “combine the strengths of the ad hoc tribunals 

with the benefits of local prosecutions”.34 

In any case, it is not always possible to prosecute all human rights violators in the 

transitional context, and sometimes it also does not have to be a viable option in the early stages 

of post-conflict settlements.35 It is therefore often about choosing who to prosecute, and broad 

amnesties usually come into consideration. It is a sensitive issue, and States should be very 

careful in this process. For example, as was stated by the Inter-American Court on Human 

Rights in Barrios Altos v. Peru36 or later by ICC in the Gaddafi37 case, amnesties not only 

intervene with the State’s positive obligation to investigate, prosecute and punish perpetrators 

of core crimes but also deny victims their right to truth, justice and reparations. Such obligation 

is also seen as a State’s moral duty toward its citizens.38 Even if amnesties are granted only to 

lower-level perpetrators, it can still considerably aggravate the victims’ suffering, as they can 

find themselves confronted by the individuals who caused their suffering in daily life.39 

1.2.2.  Truth 

 Broad investigation of the violent past is another key part of TJ. Even though the past 

can be partly investigated during criminal processes, it is usually not sufficient, as the scope of 

the investigation is limited to a particular case. A great deal of human rights violations would 

thus risk remaining unaddressed. There are also other issues, such as the above-mentioned 

amnesties, that can prevent the truth from being sufficiently investigated. Hence, more than 

criminal prosecutions is necessary in order to create a more complete picture of past events, 

which could help overcome them. Moreover, a comprehensive investigation should also help 

track the roots of the conflict. 

 
33 NOUWEN, Sarah MH. Hybrid courts-The hybrid category of a new type of international crimes 
courts. Utrecht L. Rev., 2006, 2. p. 192 
34 Ibid, p. 190 
35 MINOGUE, Orlaith. Peace vs. justice: the utility of amnesties. Criminal Justice Ethics, 2010, 29.3. p. 307 
36 Inter-American Court on Human Rights: Barrios Altos v. Peru. Judgement on the merits. 14 March 2001. 
paras. 41-44 
37 The Prosecutor v. Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi. ICC, Case No. ICC-01/11-01/11-662, Decision on the ‘Admissibility 

Challenge by Dr. Saif Al-Islam Gadafi pursuant to Articles 17(1)(c), 19 and 20(3) of the Rome Statute’. 5 April 
2019 
38 MINOGUE, O. Peace vs. justice: the utility of amnesties, supra note 35 p. 307 
39 MALLINDER, Louise. Amnesty, human rights and political transitions: bridging the peace and justice divide. 
North America (US and Canada): Hart Publishing, 2008. ISBN 978-1-84113-771-1. p. 10-11 
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Investigation of the past also relates to the victims’ right to truth. It has emerged as the 

State’s obligation under international law over time. Mainly, it was derived from the right to 

remedy according to the Art. 2(3) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

(hereinafter “ICCPR”). However, the right to truth may also be derived from other human 

rights, such as the prohibition of torture, the right to life or the State’s obligation to end 

impunity.40  

According to the Study on the right to truth conducted by the Office of the UN High 

Commissioner for Human Rights, this right implies knowledge of the full and complete truth – 

what the circumstances were, who participated in the past abuses, the fate and whereabouts of 

missing people (in cases of enforced disappearances), etc.41 This right is of both a collective 

and individual nature and thus belongs not only to victims, but also to society as a whole.42 The 

right to truth, more precisely the official acknowledgement of past abuses, also has a significant 

impact on the whole process of healing in the context of TJ.43 

Truth commissions take a major part in truth-seeking processes. In contrast to criminal 

processes, they have a much broader scope of investigation, as they focus on past abuses 

without the limit of concrete perpetrators and victims. Thus, they provide a more complete 

picture of past events. The scope of the investigation is, however, limited by the truth 

commission’s mandate. The mandate describes what the goals and objectives of the truth 

commission are, sets the crimes and the period that will be investigated and, as the truth 

commissions are only temporary bodies, specifies a timeframe for the completion of the 

commission’s work. The specification of the crimes that will be investigated is a particularly 

important and complicated issue. An overly broad specification can prolong the whole process 

and overburden the commission, which often has very limited resources. Too narrow a 

specification, on the other hand, may leave a lot of grave violations unaddressed and thus 

undermine the whole process of the transition.44 From my point of view, the best solution to 

this issue was given in the case of the El Salvadoran truth commission, whose scope of 

investigation was specified as “serious acts of violence whose impact on society urgently 

demands that the public should know the truth”.45 Such specification allows the commissioners 

 
40 SZOKE-BURKE, Sam. Searching for the right to truth: The impact of international human rights law on 
national transitional justice policies. Berkeley J. Int'l L., 2015, 33. p. 536 
41 UN Commission on Human Rights, Study on the Right to the Truth, Report of the Office of the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Human Rights, 8 February 2006, E/CN.4/2006/91 
42 Ibid, paras. 35-37 
43 HAYNER, Priscilla B. Fifteen truth commissions-1974 to 1994: A comparative study. Hum. Rts. Q., 1994, 16. 
pp. 607-608. 
44 Ibid, p. 616 
45 HAYNER, P. B. Fifteen truth commissions, supra note 43, p. 628 
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to choose the most appropriate cases for investigation and prevent leaving grave violations 

unaddressed.  

1.2.3.  Reparations 

 Another particularly important issue during the transition is the delivery of reparations 

for the harm suffered. The international law has increasingly developed towards the recognition 

of victims and their rights to claim reparations.46 The right to a remedy is established in many 

human rights instruments, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Art. 8), ICCPR 

(Art. 2/3/a) or International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 

Discrimination (Art. 6). Supplementary to the universal human rights conventions, the right to 

reparation is also established in the human rights treaties on the regional level. For instance, the 

European Convention on Human Rights affirms the right to an effective remedy in Art. 13 and 

the American Convention on Human Rights in Art. 63. 

As the number of victims in the transitional context is usually enormous and courts can 

cover only a limited number of cases, special reparation programmes are essential.47 According 

to the UN Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to Reparation for Victims of Gross 

Violations of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law (hereinafter “Basic Principles”), there are 

five types of reparations: Restitution, Compensation, Rehabilitation, Satisfaction and GNRs.48 

However, regarding the large number of victims and very limited resources typical for 

transitional contexts, designing a suitable reparation programme is a very complicated issue 

that raises a lot of questions. Which victims should be recognised or prioritised, and how can 

their loss be quantified and reparations funded? One of the core objectives of the reparations is 

the restoration of the victims’ dignity.49 It can be achieved in many ways and, besides the 

monetary compensation, symbolic reparations such as public apologies or commemorations are 

also of great importance and can sometimes be even more valuable than the actual material 

award.50 Collective reparations, especially those of a transformative nature that raise general 

 
46 VAL-GARIJO, Fernando. Reparations for victims as a key element of transitional justice in the Middle East 
Occupied Territories: A legal and Institutional Approach. Int'l Stud. J., 2009, 6. pp. 40-45 
47 MAGARRELL, Lisa. Reparations in theory and practice. Reparative Justice Series, International Center for 
Transitional Justice, New York, 2007, 9. p. 3 
48 Basic Principles, supra note 48, section IX. 
49Sida. Transitional Justice and Reconciliation [online]. [Accessed 15. November 2020] Available at: 
https://www.sida.se/contentassets/69bb013c27e64cfcb8b6c6e05aeb71ab/transitional-justice-and-
reconciliation.pdf 
50 DIXON, Peter J. Reparations, assistance and the experience of justice: Lessons from Colombia and the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo. International Journal of Transitional Justice, 2016, 10.1. p. 97 

https://www.sida.se/contentassets/69bb013c27e64cfcb8b6c6e05aeb71ab/transitional-justice-and-reconciliation.pdf
https://www.sida.se/contentassets/69bb013c27e64cfcb8b6c6e05aeb71ab/transitional-justice-and-reconciliation.pdf
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living standards (e.g. promoting healthcare services or educational reforms), can also be a good 

solution.  

1.2.4.  GNRs 

 While the first three pillars consist mainly of ad hoc measures addressing the past 

abuses, GNRs primarily fulfil the preventive function of TJ and aim to establish more 

permanent reforms.51 Certainly, the previous three pillars also contribute to prevention. 

Prosecution prevents future violations by having the deterrent effect on those punished, but also 

on the society as a whole.52 Furthermore, it reaffirms the principle that no one is above the law; 

it also reaffirms the norms that have been violated.53 Truth-telling has a similar effect by 

providing official acknowledgment of the violations and victims.54 Finally, reparations 

contribute to prevention by “strengthening the hand of victims to claim redress for the past and 

future violations and to enforce their rights more assertively”.55 However, for GNRs, 

prevention is a core function. It has to be added, though, that their main purpose is not to prevent 

any form of violation but to focus on the prevention of specific violations that have already 

occurred in the past and thus may be analysed in terms of their causes and effects.56 

 GNRs create a self-standing pillar of TJ; however, as is mentioned above, they have 

also been recognised as a form of reparation. Accordingly, States are specifically obliged to 

“ensure that victims do not again have to endure violations of their rights”57, but their 

obligation to prevent repetition of the past violations stems also from their obligation to respect 

and ensure human rights.58 A more detailed exploration of GNRs, including these two 

approaches, is provided in the following parts of this thesis. 

  

 
51 MAYER-RIECKH, A. Guarantees of non-recurrence: An approximation, supra note 2, p. 430 
52 ZALAQUETT, José. Confronting human rights violations committed by former governments: principles 

applicable and political constrains. Hamline Law Review, 1990, 13, p. 635 
53 MAYER-RIECKH, A. Guarantees of non-recurrence: An approximation, supra note 2, pp. 432-433 
54 Ibid 
55 UN General Assembly. Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion of truth, justice, reparation and 
guarantees of non-recurrence, Pablo de Greiff. 7 September 2015, A/HRC/30/42, par. 24 
56 MAYER-RIECKH, A. Guarantees of non-recurrence: An approximation, supra note 2, p. 433 
57 UN Commission on Human Rights, Report of the independent expert to update the Set of principles to combat 
impunity, Diane Orentlicher, Addendum: Updated Set of principles for the protection and promotion of human 
rights through action to combat impunity, 8 February 2005, E/CN.4/2005/102/Add.1, Principle 35 
58 MAYER-RIECKH, A. Guarantees of non-recurrence: An approximation, supra note 2, pp. 422-423 
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2.  Origins and normative foundations of GNRs 
 
  In this chapter, I aim to describe the origins of GNRs and their development from an 

exceptional norm under the law of State responsibility to an obligation within the field of human 

rights law and TJ. Furthermore, I aim to describe the foundations for their understanding as 

both a part of reparation and a self-standing pillar of TJ. 

2.1. GNRs and the law of State responsibility 

To explain the origins of GNRs as an element of TJ, I must start with an excursion into 

the law of State responsibility. In general, the rules of State responsibility deal with situations 

in which an infringement of an obligation under international law occurs. They define the 

circumstances under which a State may be found responsible for the breach of international 

obligations, including a catalogue of limited justifications, and who is entitled to invoke 

international responsibility. The rules further lay down the consequences (secondary 

obligations) that follow from the breach of the international (primary) obligation.59 

The secondary obligations consist primarily of obligations to put an end to continuing 

wrongful conduct and make reparations (in the form of restitution, compensation and/or 

satisfaction).60 The infringing State may also be obliged to offer sufficient GNRs to the injured 

State. However, the inclusion of GNRs among the possible legal consequences of an 

internationally wrongful act is not without controversy. Furthermore, the classification of 

GNRs has also changed over time. While initially included amongst the forms of reparation, 

they were later considered as more akin to cessation.61 Nevertheless, before they were affirmed 

as a possible legal consequence following a violation of international law, they were used in 

diplomatic practice. 

2.1.1.  Diplomatic practice 

Initially, GNRs were only present in the sphere of international relations as a tool of 

diplomacy. In the words of Scott Sullivan, the practice was quite straightforward: one State, 

believing that an infringement of international law had occurred, would notify the infringing 

 
59 For the distinction between primary and secondary obligation see for example CRAWFORD, James. The 
ILC’s articles on responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts: a retrospect. American Journal of 
International Law, 2002, 96.4. p. 876. 
60 HENRIKSEN, Anders. International law. 2nd edition. United States of America: Oxford University Press, 
2019. ISBN 978-0-19-882872-3, pp. 134 
61 CRAWFORD, James, PEEL, Jacqueline, OLLESON, Simon. The ILC's Articles on Responsibility of States 
for Internationally Wrongful Acts: Completion of the Second Reading. European Journal of International Law, 
2001, 12.5. p. 985 
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State and request it to, inter alia, promise or take a specific action to prevent such a violation 

from happening again. 62 The injured States requested some safeguards against repetition from 

the infringing State when they considered that the mere reparation (i.e. restoration of the pre-

existing situation) would be insufficient.63 

Based on the level of the State’s commitment to adopting specific measures, the practice 

distinguished between “assurances” and “guarantees”. While assurances consisted mainly of 

verbal promises, guarantees required more tangible action, such as certain specific measures 

preventing repetition (e. g. changes in legislation).64 In most cases, the demands for guarantees 

were fairly general. The offended States usually asked for “safeguards against the recurrence” 

or for “better protection” of its nationals in the case that they were affected, letting the infringing 

State decide on the specific measures.65 

2.1.2.  GNRs in International Court of Justice case-law 

Based on the diplomatic practice, some concluded that a customary norm had 

developed.66 In contrast, some argued that GNRs have no legitimate foundation under 

customary law, because “the primary goal of international dispute resolution is to remedy past 

wrongs”67 rather than prevent future violations, and that there was no consistent State practice 

and opinio juris.68 A great international debate was therefore provoked when the International 

Court of Justice (hereinafter “ICJ” or “Court”) rendered its judgement in the LaGrand case in 

June 2001 and recognised for the first time that the injured State may be entitled to demand 

GNRs.69 

The case concerned the brothers LaGrand, two German nationals who had been 

sentenced to death in the US state Arizona for attempted bank robbery that resulted in murder. 

During the criminal prosecution, the US failed to inform the brothers of their right to consular 

assistance protected by Article 36 of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations. Despite 

 
62 SULLIVAN, Scott M. Changing the premise of International legal Remedies: the unfounded adoption of 
assurances and guarantees of non-repetition. UCLA J. Int'l L. & Foreign Aff., 2002, 7. pp. 268-271 
63 International Law Commission. Second report on State responsibility, by Mr. Gaetano Arangio-Ruiz, Special 
Rapporteur. International Law Commission Yearbook, 1989, vol. II, part. 1. A/CN.4/425 & Add. 1 & Corr. 1, 
par. 149 
64 Ibid, par. 158-159 
65 ILC. Second report on State responsibility, supra note 63, par. 154-157 
66 DAVIDOVIC, M., The Law of ‘Never Again’, supra note 11, pp. 3-4 
67 SULLIVAN, S. M. Changing the premise of International legal Remedies, supra note 62, p. 269 
68 Ibid 
69 SULLIVAN, S. M. Changing the premise of International legal Remedies, supra note 62, pp. 266-271 
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Germany’s attempts to re-open the proceedings followed by the ICJ’s provisional order to stay 

the executions until the matter was solved, the two brothers were executed.70 

In the following dispute, the ICJ agreed with Germany’s claim that there was a great 

risk of the violations being repeated and thus more than just a formal apology was necessary. 

The other traditional forms of reparation were not feasible options, as the brothers had already 

been executed, and no material loss had been claimed. Therefore, “more” entailed taking 

concrete steps that would ensure that the rights of foreign citizens and States protected by the 

Vienna Convention on Consular Relations would not be breached again. However, while 

suggesting that the US is required to use its “best efforts” to avoid the repetition, the ICJ stated 

that the choice of means must be left to the State.71 

Since the LaGrand case, a number of States have sought GNRs before the ICJ. The 

Court has held that “such submissions are undoubtedly admissible”72 and has reiterated that it 

may order the infringing State to provide the injured State with GNRs.73 However, in most of 

the cases the Court has not found that the circumstances would require the responding State to 

offer GNRs. In the Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria (Cameroon 

v. Nigeria) case, for instance, the ICJ held that the judgement specifies the boundary between 

the two States in definitive and mandatory terms and thus, assuming that Nigeria will respect 

the findings, there is no need to order GNRs.74 In the Armed Activities on the Territory of the 

Congo case, the Court found that after the proceedings were filed, the DRC, Uganda and 

Rwanda concluded an agreement emphasizing, inter alia, respect for sovereignty, territorial 

integrity and non-interference in internal affairs. Therefore, further GNRs were not needed.75 

Finally, in its case-law following the LaGrand case, the Court underlined that it may 

order a State to offer GNRs only if there are special circumstances justifying this step (i.e. if 

there is a real risk of repetition). These circumstances must be assessed on a case-by-case 

basis.76 

 
70 MENNECKE, Martin and TAMS, Christian J. Lagrand Case (Germany v United States of America). The 
International and Comparative Law Quarterly, 2002, 51.2. p. 449 
71 LaGrand Case (Germany v. United States of America), ICJ. Judgment of 27 June 2001. Reports 2001, paras. 
123-125 
72 Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria (Cameroon v. Nigeria; Equatorial Guinea 
intervening), ICJ. Judgment of 10 October 2002, Reports 2002, par. 318 
73 Navigational and Related Rights (Costa Rica v. Nicaragua), ICJ. Judgment of 13 July 2009. Reports 2009, 
par. 150 
74 Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria, supra note 72, par. 318 
75 Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo (DRC v. Uganda), ICJ. Judgment of 19 December 2005. 
Reports 2005, paras. 256-257 
76 CRAWFORD, James. State Responsibility: The General Part. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 2013. 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9781139033060. chapter 14.4.3 

https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9781139033060
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2.1.3.  Articles on State responsibility 

The LaGrand judgement was important for affirming the GNRs as a possible legal 

consequence to an internationally wrongful act. However, it was not an isolated act. Just a few 

months after this decision, the International Law Commission (hereinafter “ILC”) issued its 

final version of the Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts 

(hereinafter “ARSIWA” or “the Articles”),77 which included GNRs as one of the consequences 

following an international law infringement. The article concerning GNRs was among the most 

contentious during the drafting process.78 

The idea of preventing repetition of wrongful acts has been present since the early stages 

of the ARSIWA’s drafting attempts.79 The measures to prevent repetition were included as a 

form of reparation as early as when ILC’s first special rapporteur on State responsibility, F. V. 

Garcia Amador, finalised his draft of the Articles on State Responsibility for Injuries Caused to 

the Person or Property of Aliens in 1961.80 Subsequent drafters of the Articles followed the idea 

of prevention and kept the GNRs in their drafts but subordinated them to the provisions on 

satisfaction.81 Before the final version of the ARSIWA was adopted in 2001, the provision 

concerning GNRs was moved again. The GNRs were finally placed in Article 30, which states 

that: 

“The State responsible for the internationally wrongful act is under an obligation: 

(a) to cease that act, if it is continuing; 

(b) to offer appropriate assurances and guarantees of non-repetition, if circumstances 

so require.” 

The main reason for this shift was that, while reparations are concerned with the past, GNRs 

are concerned with the future conduct and thus “should be considered as more akin to 

cessation”.82 Even though reparations may deter the infringing State from repeating the 

breaches as a side effect, the main purpose remains in restoring the status quo by as far as 

possible, wiping out “all the consequences of the illegal act and re-establishing the situation 

 
77 International Law Commission, Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, 
New York and Geneva: Yearbook of the International Law Commission, vol. II, part 2, 2001. also published as 
an annex to United Nations General Assembly Resolution 56/83 Responsibility of States for Internationally 
Wrongful Acts, 12 December 2001, A/56/10. 
78 CRAWFORD, J. State Responsibility, supra note 76, chapter 14.4.1 
79 DAVIDOVIC, M., The Law of ‘Never Again’, supra note 11, p. 5 
80 International Law Commission, Sixth Report on International Responsibility by Mr. F.V. Garcia Amador, 
Special Rapporteur, 26 January 1961, A/CN.4/134. p. 54 (Art. 27) 
81 ILC. Second report on State responsibility, supra note 63, p. 56 (Art. 10) 
82 CRAWFORD, J., PEEL, J, OLLESON, S. The ILC's Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally 
Wrongful Acts. supra note 61, p. 985 
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which would, in all probability, have existed if that act had not been committed”.83 Meanwhile, 

GNRs are qualitatively different – they are forward-looking measures that aim to prevent future 

violations by changing the status quo.84 

 Nevertheless, apart from the question of classification, the debate revolved around 

whether GNRs should be formulated as a legal obligation at all and if so, whether this should 

be done without any limitation. Concerns were voiced that even though there had been a State 

practice on providing guarantees and assurances outside the judicial context, it was unclear 

whether this practice was based on a perceived legal obligation.85 Some members of the ILC’s 

Drafting Committee thus doubted that GNRs have a substantial basis in the existing State 

practice. However, most members of the Drafting Committee supported the retention of the 

Article but, at the same time, agreed that GNRs should be required only in limited 

circumstances. Therefore, the clause “if circumstances so require” was added to the final 

version of the Article.86 

2.1.4.  Section conclusion 

Both the ICJ and ILC took the opportunity to carry out progressive development 

regarding the rules of international dispute resolution. Despite the doubts about sufficient 

embeddedness in the States’ practice, they have made clear that GNRs are no longer only a tool 

of diplomacy and, moreover, may be imposed as a legal obligation on a State without its 

consent.87 The ICJ and ILC acknowledged an approach to the international responsibility that 

is no longer purely restorative and concerned with the past but also aims to prevent the future 

recurrence of past wrongs. Thus, the function of international responsibility may also be to 

restore the “confidence in a continuing relationship”.88 

Another aspect in favour of GNRs should be noted: if provided, they are very likely to 

be beneficial not only for the injured State but also for other States. Although the ICJ’s 

judgements are formally binding only on parties to a case, it is hard to imagine an obligation to 

prevent future breaches that would simultaneously be limited to the bilateral relations of the 

 
83 Factory at Chorzów. Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ), Judgment of 13 September 1928. PCIJ 
Series A. No. 17, p. 47 
84 ROHT-ARRIAZA, Naomi. Measures of non-repetition in transitional justice: The missing link? In: GREADY, 
Paul and ROBINS, Simon. From Transitional to Transformative Justice (CUP), Forthcoming, UC Hastings 
Research Paper, 2016, 171, p. 14 
85 CRAWFORD, J. State Responsibility, supra note 76, chapter 14.4.1 
86 ibid 
87 SULLIVAN, S. M. Changing the premise of International legal Remedies, supra note 62, p. 271 
88 International Law Commission. Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its fifty-third 
session. 2001. A/56/10., pp. 89-90, par. 9  
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States involved.89 For example, in the LaGrand case, it would have been absurd if the courts 

had henceforth distinguished between Germans and other foreign nationals without, at the very 

least, applying the a contrario interpretation.90 

Nevertheless, GNRs remain a somewhat ambiguous instrument. Both the ICJ’s case-

law and the last clause of the ARSIWA’s Art. 30 indicate that GNRs are not a necessary 

consequence to an internationally wrongful act but should rather be applied only in limited 

circumstances.91 Moreover, when it comes to the content of the measures, there is no uniform 

State practice, and both the ILC’s Articles and ICJ’s jurisprudence formulate the obligation 

with a great flexibility.92 This is done intentionally to provide space for designing measures that 

are responsive to the circumstances of the given case. 

Finally, there is the question of what should be taken from the history of international 

responsibility for the conceptualisation of GNRs within TJ. Firstly, they are forward-looking 

and stress the preventive function of responsibility. Secondly, even though they were initially 

tied to reparations or satisfaction, GNRs now create a separate type of possible legal 

consequence to a wrongful act (although still linked to cessation). They do not aim to restore 

the status quo; instead, they aim to prevent future violations by changing it. Thirdly, they are 

exceptional measures with a flexible content. The choice of the specific measures is left to the 

States, and there is not much guidance on what they should entail. Lastly, if implemented, 

GNRs are very likely to be beneficial also for other States or the international community as a 

whole. 

2.2. GNRs in IHRL  

In the previous section, I described the evolution of GNRs from a tool of diplomacy to 

a norm within the law of State responsibility (albeit a norm of exceptional character). 

However, the concept of GNRs has further expanded and gained much more importance in 

the IHRL.93 The concept echoes some of the core objectives of IHRL, especially those of 

prevention and ensuring human rights.94 The specific duty to guarantee non-repetition of 

systematic and gross human rights violations then derives from two distinct obligations. 

 
89 TAMS, Christian J. Recognizing Guarantees and Assurances of Non-Repetition: LaGrand and the Law of 
State Responsibility. Yale J. Int'l L., 2002, 27. pp.443-444 
90 Ibid 
91 CRAWFORD, J. State Responsibility, supra note 76, chapter 14.4.1 
92 DAVIDOVIC, M., The Law of ‘Never Again’, supra note 11, pp. 5-6 
93 Ibid, p. 6 
94 ROHT-ARRIAZA, N., Measures of non-repetition in transitional justice: The missing link? Supra note 84, p. 
16 
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Firstly, GNRs have been conceptualised as a form of reparation. As has already been 

described above, the victims’ right to an appropriate remedy is well established and enshrined 

in many human rights treaties (e.g. Art. 8 of UDHR or Art. 2(3) of ICCPR).95 The purpose of 

reparation is to relieve the victims’ suffering and afford justice to them by “removing or 

redressing to the extent possible the consequences of the wrongful acts and by preventing 

and deterring violations”.96 The understanding of GNRs as a form of reparation was largely 

developed owing to the jurisprudence of international judicial bodies exploring the victims’ 

right to appropriate remedy.97 In particular, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights 

(hereinafter “IACHR”) has held that the right to reparation entails the States’ obligation to 

“adopt such measures as may be necessary to ensure that violations […] never again occur 

in its jurisdiction”.98  

As Punete or Schonsteiner observe, IACHR has adopted a comprehensive approach to 

reparations. It has held in several cases that, apart from victim-centred remedies, some form 

of reparation may be awarded to a community or even the “society as a whole”.99 This was 

especially the case of mass and systematic violations of human rights, such as forced 

disappearances with which IACHR had to deal.100 Such a form of reparation then often 

comprises GNRs.101 Nevertheless, in a number of cases, IACHR has recognised that GNRs 

may also be granted on the basis of a general obligation to respect, protect, and fulfil human 

rights.102 

 
95 See section 1.2.3. 
96 UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, Study concerning the 
right to restitution, compensation and rehabilitation for victims of gross violations of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms: final report / submitted by Theo van Boven, Special Rapporteur., 2 July 
1993, E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/8, par. 137, Principle 3 
97 Ibid, paras. 40-130, see also MAYER-RIECKH, A. Guarantees of non-recurrence: An approximation, supra 
note 2, p. 423 
98 Suárez-Rosero v. Ecuador. Inter-American Court of Human Rights. Judgment of 12 November 1997. IACHR 
Series C No 35, par. 106; see also ROHT-ARRIAZA, N., Measures of non-repetition in transitional justice: The 
missing link? Supra note 84, p. 18 
99 PUENTE, H. Sofía Galván. Legislative measures as guarantees of non-repetition: a reality in the Inter-
American Court, and a possible solution for the European Court. Revista IIDH, 2009, 49. pp. 75-78; 
SCHONSTEINER, Judith. Dissuasive measures and the society as a whole: A working theory of reparations in 
the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. Am. U. Int'l L. Rev., 2007, 23 
100 SCHONSTEINER, J. Dissuasive measures and the society as a whole, supra note 99, pp. 140-144 
101 Ibid, pp. 145-147 
102 By way of example, in Trujillo-Oroza case, IACHR held that according to the general obligation to ensure 
human rights, „the State has the obligation to take all necessary steps to ensure that these grave violations are 
not repeated, an obligation whose fulfilment benefits society as a whole“. On the other hand, in Garrido case, 
IACHR explained that GNRs may be a form of reparation. For more see SCHONSTEINER, J. Dissuasive 
measures and the society as a whole, supra note 99, pp. 145-147 
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Hence, the second obligation on which GNRs are based is the more general duty to 

conform to the norms under international law.103 As Mayer-Rieckh points out, States have an 

obligation under IHRL not only to respect but also to ensure human rights.104 For instance, 

Article 2(1) of ICCPR states that each State party “undertakes to respect and to ensure to all 

individuals […] the rights recognized in the present Covenant”.105 In the General Comment 

No. 31, the Human Rights Committee declares that “the purpose of the Covenant would be 

defeated without an obligation integral to article 2 to take measures to prevent a recurrence 

of a violation of the Covenant”.106 The obligation to ensure human rights thus includes the 

prevention of their future violations. Moreover, that obligation entails not only preventing 

any form of violation in general but also preventing recurrence of specific violations that have 

already occurred in the past.107 To fulfil such a duty, States are required to “adopt legislative, 

judicial, administrative, educative and other appropriate measures”.108  

Both understandings of GNRs thus have their merits. As a form of reparation, GNRs 

aim to relieve the suffering and ensure that the victims will not have to endure the violations 

of their rights again. Furthermore, when speaking about non-repetition of a violation, the 

existence of a victim whose rights have been violated in the first place is usually 

presupposed.109 However, to fulfil such a duty, some general reforms addressing the 

underlying causes are usually necessary. This inherently broadens the scope of GNRs from 

avoiding recurrence to specific victims to similar situations of other potential victims that 

might otherwise occur in the future.110 Moreover, the subordination of GNRs to reparation 

implies that in the absence of a victim, there is no obligation to prevent repetition of a conduct 

that is not compliant with international law; this could potentially undermine the rule of 

law.111 To conclude, the two understandings should rather be seen as complementary than 

contrary to each other. It is worth noting here that some international human rights treaties 
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imposed on States Parties to the Covenant, 26 May 2004, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.13, par. 17 
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entail both understandings. For instance, the International Convention for the Protection of 

All Persons from Enforced Disappearance comprises provisions aiming to ensure prevention 

of enforced disappearances in general (Art. 23) and, at the same time, formulates GNRs as a 

form of reparation (Art. 24). 

2.2.1.  GNRs in the UN soft law 

Besides the above-mentioned jurisprudence, GNRs owe their development within the 

IHRL largely to the UN soft law. In the 1990s, the Sub-Commission on Prevention of 

Discrimination and Protection of Minorities of the UN Commission on Human Rights 

(hereinafter “Sub-Commission”) initiated several studies into States’ practice of addressing 

mass human rights violations.112 Two main sets of principles and guidelines emerged from 

these studies – the Basic Principles and the Set of Principles for the Protection and Promotion 

of Human Rights through Action to Combat Impunity (hereinafter “Principles to Combat 

Impunity”). Although the documents influenced each other during their drafting and both 

include GNRs, the way in which they both understand these measures is different. 

2.2.1.1.  Basic Principles 

Firstly, the Sub-Commission had mandated an expert, Theo van Boven, to conduct a 

study on the right to reparation for gross human rights violations. After four years of 

preparatory work, van Boven submitted his final report with a comprehensive set of principles 

in 1993.113 According to these principles, reparation can take form of restitution, 

compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and GNRs. The last two forms, however, were 

combined into one article. Thus, from van Boven’s view, the GNRs were interlinked with 

satisfaction measures. 

A possible explanation for linking the two measures lies in the sources on which van 

Boven drew in his work:114 the jurisprudence of international judicial bodies, national law 

and practice and, especially, ILC’s ARSIWA. He found the ILC’s definition of the forms of 

reparation particularly useful.115 However, as ARSIWA was still in a drafting process at the 

time, GNRs were still formulated as a form of reparation and linked to satisfaction. This is 

 
112 ROHT-ARRIAZA, N., Measures of non-repetition in transitional justice: The missing link? Supra note 84, 
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114 DAVIDOVIC, M., The Law of ‘Never Again’, supra note 11, p. 7 
115 UN Sub-Commission, 1993 Study concerning the right to restitution, compensation and rehabilitation, supra 
note 96, par. 47 
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probably the reason why GNRs and satisfaction measures were also incorporated in one joint 

article in van Boven’s principles. 

The initial draft of Basic Principles was revised in 1996 by van Boven116 and later in 

2000 by a new special rapporteur, M. Cherif Bassiouni.117 These two versions edited the 

GNRs in terms of their content but left them linked to the satisfaction measures. A change 

was made when the final version of the Basic Principles was adopted by the UN General 

Assembly in 2005. The five forms of reparations remained the same as listed above, but the 

measures on satisfaction and GNRs were separated and formulated in two self-standing 

provisions.118  

2.2.1.2.  Principles to Combat Impunity 

During the same period, the second set of principles was also being drafted. In 1991, the 

Sub-Commission appointed another expert, Louis Joinet, to undertake a study concerning the 

phenomenon of impunity. Even though he had discussed several measures that could serve a 

preventive purpose in his preparatory reports, he did not include a particular provision on 

GNRs until 1995. Nevertheless, in his final report, he declared that van Boven’s Basic 

Principles should be taken into account.119 

Joinet finalised his set of Principles to Combat Impunity in 1996120 and then revised it 

in 1997.121 He used van Boven’s principles from 1996 as a basis for the section on reparations 

in both versions. The subsection on GNRs was also incorporated (albeit with different 

content).122 In the reports introducing the drafts, Joinet explained that the principles were 

founded on three fundamental rights to which any human rights violation gives rise: the right 

to truth, the right to justice, and the right to reparation. The GNRs were subordinated to the 

 
116 UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, Study concerning the 
right to restitution, compensation and rehabilitation for victims of gross violations of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms: final report / submitted by Theo van Boven, Special Rapporteur., 
24 May 1996, E/CN.4/Sub.2/1996/17 
117 UN Commission on Human Rights, The right to restitution, compensation and rehabilitation for victims of 
gross violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms, Final report of the Special Rapporteur, Mr. M. 
Cherif Bassiouni, submitted in accordance with Commission resolution 1999/33, 18 January 
2000, E/CN.4/2000/62 
118 Basic Principles, supra note 48, paras. 19-23 
119 MAYER-RIECKH, A. Guarantees of non-recurrence: An approximation, supra note 2, pp. 419-420 
120 UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, Question of the 
impunity of perpetrators of violations of human rights (civil and political rights):  final report prepared by Mr. 
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Joinet pursuant to Sub-Commission decision 1996/119, 2 October 1997, E/CN.4/Sub.2/1997/20/Rev.1 
122 The subsection on GNRs concerned measures discussed in Joinet’s former preparatory reports. For more see 
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part on reparations in both proposals; however, a slight shift in how they were understood 

can be seen. Whereas the General principle 36 in the 1996 version reads that States’ duty to 

make reparations “includes the obligation to afford guarantees of the non-repetition of the 

violations”,123 in the subsequent version, the GNRs were separated and presented as 

something in addition to the principles concerning the three fundamental rights.124 

A few years later, the UN Secretary-General appointed another special rapporteur, 

Diane Orentlicher, to carry out a study on the best practices to combat impunity and to update 

the 1997 version of the Principles to Combat Impunity on the basis of her findings. After 

researching the recent international law developments and State practice, Orentlicher 

submitted her updated set of Principles to Combat Impunity in 2005 (hereinafter “Updated 

Principles to Combat Impunity”).125 In this version, GNRs are more clearly separated from 

the right to reparation. They are both still placed in the same section; however, it is now titled 

“The right to reparation/Guarantees of non-recurrence”, and the measures are separated into 

two subsections.126  

2.3. GNRs within TJ 

The Basic Principles and the Principles to Combat Impunity (in all their versions) have 

been significant for the conceptualisation of GNRs as a States’ obligation within IHRL. As 

both of the sets deal with mass and systematic human rights violations, they have also become 

especially relevant for TJ. However, it would be false to assume that they brought the idea of 

non-repetition to TJ. In fact, the ultimate objective of non-repetition had been present in the 

field of TJ since the first political transitions in Latin America; thus, before the two sets of 

principles even started to be drafted. It is important to add, however, that the term “guarantees 

of non-repetition” was not used before the Basic Principles were issued.127 

In 1984, Argentina’s National Commission on the Disappearance of Persons published 

a report titled Nunca Más (“Never Again”). The report concerned the fate of thousands of 

persons who were disappeared during the previous repressive regime.128 The “Never Again” 

phrase then clearly represents the core objective of never having to endure such gross 
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violations again.129 The report and the promise of “Never Again” gained even more 

importance when it was later accepted as court evidence in trial against the military juntas.130 

As more and more countries attempted to move from an oppressive to a more democratic 

rule, a series of conferences took place to compare their experiences and discuss the questions 

that all the States had to face – in essence, the question of how the successor governments 

should deal with the legacy of mass human rights abuses committed by their predecessors.131 

For one of the first conferences organised by Aspen Institute in 1988, José Zalaquett, a 

Chilean lawyer and future commissioner of the Chilean National Commission on Truth and 

Reconciliation (hereinafter “Chilean TRC”), wrote an article in which he aimed to design a 

human rights policy that would provide an adequate response to past violations. He claimed 

that whatever human rights policy will be adopted by a new government, it should have two 

general objectives: “to prevent recurrence of abuses and, to the extent possible, repair the 

damage they have caused.”132 Thus, not only did he identify the prevention of repetition as 

an ultimate objective, but he also clearly separated it from measures on reparation.133 

Zalaquett’s article and the work of the Chilean TRC were significant also because they 

helped specify the content of GNRs. While admitting that this issue falls within a State 

discretion and that there is no single formula, Zalaquett outlined several measures that would 

contribute to achieving the preventive objective.134  The Chilean TRC then followed the two 

ultimate objectives and included a series of recommendations of preventive measures in its 

final report. I will discuss these recommendations and the content of GNRs in the next 

chapter, but it is important to mention here that truth commissions in other countries 

undergoing a transition followed this path and adhered to non-repetition as a core objective 

of TJ. 

2.3.1.  Further development in the UN system 

With more and more countries coming through a transition, the question of TJ began to 

gain great attention of the UN. In the early 2000s, the Office of the UN High Commissioner 

for Human Rights supported TJ initiatives in a number of countries around the world and 
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issued several studies concerning best practices and additional recommendations.135 These 

activities culminated in the appointment of a Special Rapporteur on the Promotion of Truth, 

Justice, Reparation and GNRs in 2011 (hereinafter “TJ Special Rapporteur”).136 This act is 

widely perceived as constituting a “transitional justice” rapporteur and affirming the four 

pillars of the field.137 On the part of GNRs, this act has confirmed that they are no longer 

understood only as a form of reparation but also as a standalone pillar of TJ. 

Pablo de Greiff was appointed as the first TJ Special Rapporteur. In one of his first 

reports in function, he declared that while the other three pillars designate a specific measure 

or a set of measures, GNRs instead determine a function that can be performed by an open-

ended variety of measures.138 Therefore, there is no exhaustive list of measures from which 

States could simply choose to fulfil their obligation.  

2.4.  Chapter conclusion 

Developments in the IHRL and TJ practice have shown that GNRs have a place among 

the States’ obligations arising from human rights violations. Whilst the early TJ practitioners 

pursued non-repetition as the ultimate objective of a transition, the UN soft law, inspired by 

the ARSIWA drafts, initially subsumed GNRs under the measures on reparation. 

Nevertheless, they have gradually evolved into an obligation that is based not only on the 

victims’ right to reparation but also on the more general obligation to ensure human rights. 

Furthermore, the subsequent development of TJ, both theory and practice adhered to the 

ultimate objective of non-repetition. Thus, when the four pillars of TJ were later formulated, 

GNRs were included as one of them. 

Development of the concept within IHRL and TJ also indicates that the States’ 

obligation to provide GNRs is triggered in any situation of gross violations of human rights 

and humanitarian law. Thus, contrary to the field of interstate relations, in the TJ context, 

guaranteeing non-repetition is a non-exceptional obligation. However, while non-repetition 

of violations constitutes a legal obligation, what specific measures should be adopted in order 
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to fulfil such obligation remains open. Therefore, I will now turn to the issue of the content 

of GNRs and try to shed more light on what the specific measures may include. 
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3.  Content of GNRs 
 

In the previous chapter, I explored the origins of GNRs as a norm and how they have 

become one of the four pillars of TJ, on par with justice, truth and reparation. Unlike the other 

three pillars, which refer to specific measures that States should adopt in order to meet the 

respective obligations, GNRs relate to a function that may be achieved by an open-ended variety 

of initiatives.139 A broad range of activities thus falls under this pillar. The TJ Special 

Rapporteur describes them as a “combination of deliberate, diverse interventions that 

contribute to a reduction in the likelihood of recurring violations”.140 Here, violations refer to 

gross human rights violations and serious violations of international humanitarian law. 

Hence, while States have a legal obligation to prevent the repetition of past violations, 

the choice of specific measures remains in their discretion. Such content-openness is necessary 

for providing space to design context-specific measures that address the root causes of a conflict 

or repression. Considering this, any list of specific measures can be neither exhaustive nor 

universally applicable but may only provide inspiration by measures that have proven effective 

in preventing repetition in other places.141 This is the case also with the measures enumerated 

in the Basic Principles and the Principles to Combat Impunity.142 Nonetheless, there have been 

tendencies to simply transfer the model developed during the first Latin American transitions 

to other States where the contexts were dramatically different. The TJ scholarship has also 

narrowed its focus on the legal-institutional reforms and, particularly, vetting that emerged as 

the main means of achieving prevention during the first transitions in post-authoritarian 

contexts. However, as the TJ processes expanded across the globe to a great variety of new 

contexts, limiting the scope of GNRs to legal-institutional reforms turned out to be insufficient 

for providing prevention. The main problem was that these measures alone failed to address the 

root causes which are often linked to wider socio-economic issues. Practice and the scholarship 

thus started to call for enlarging the scope and introducing new measures that would meet the 

specific needs of the new contexts. 

In light of these considerations, I do not aim to provide a list of specific measures falling 

under the scope of GNRs as it would be incomplete or even misleading. Rather, I aim to 

describe how the content was initially formed in Latin American political transitions and why 

it cannot be mechanically transferred to other contexts. In connection with the TJ expansion, I 
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discuss the demands for enlarging the scope of GNRs. Hence, I start with the first post-

authoritarian transitions in Latin America. Then I continue with exploring two forms of TJ 

expansion that I consider as having the biggest impact on the GNRs’ content, namely the 

contextual expansion from post-authoritarian to post-conflict setting, and the enlargement of 

the TJ’s scope to deal with economic and social dimensions. To provide at least some 

framework, I then briefly describe three categories of measures that are currently understood as 

possible GNRs. That is the institutional interventions, societal interventions, and interventions 

in cultural and individual spheres. At the end of this chapter, I make a few reflections on what 

I see essential for every policy of non-repetition. 

3.1. Forming the content in post-authoritarian contexts 

I described in the previous chapters that the whole field of TJ emerged around political 

transitions in the Southern Cone of South America and Eastern/Central Europe. Now, I aim to 

describe how these contexts (especially those if Latin American transitions) not only shaped 

the whole field but also helped to give content to the formerly content-ambiguous norm of non-

repetition.  

Although the specific contexts across these countries differed from one another, they 

had several important commonalities. Most notably, these countries were transitioning from 

oppressive regimes, be it military dictatorships in Latin America or communist regimes in 

Eastern/Central Europe, towards more democratic rule. The main conflict (used in the broader 

sense of the term) these States had to deal with consisted of significant abuse of State power.143 

Even if in some of the States an armed opposition operated, the conflict remained “bilateral” 

and highly asymmetrical.144 The main attention during these transitions was paid to acts of mass 

killings, forced disappearances, torture, and arbitrary detentions, that were further facilitated by 

the complicit and unresponsive courts. Thus, the atrocities these States aimed to redress and 

prevent from recurrence consisted of primarily civil and political rights violations.145  

All these States were also characterised by a relatively high level of institutionalisation. 

The State institutions, through which the States exercised their power, were efficient and with 

a capacity to reach every corner of the national territories. TJ Special Rapporteur describes that, 

in addition to broad territorial coverage, it was characteristic for these institutions to have also 
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a "deep" coverage, meaning that there were almost no legal vacuums in the regulation of the 

State-citizens interaction.146   

3.1.1.  Legislative and constitutional changes 

Regarding this contextual background, it is not surprising that when the regimes 

collapsed, in order to achieve prevention, the new governments, policymakers as well as early 

TJ theorists focused primarily on legislative changes and reform of the State institutions. 

Firstly, the laws that legitimised or contributed to human rights violations had to be 

repealed. Subsequently, new legislation that enhances the protection of human rights and 

safeguards democratic institutions needed to be enacted.147 The efforts to strengthen human 

rights protection further included signing and ratification of international human rights treaties 

and recognition of international human rights courts’ jurisdiction.148  

Other important measures that appeared during the post-authoritarian transitions were 

constitutional changes. Indeed, changes in the constitution or even adoption of a new one is a 

powerful way how to express the intention to make a line behind the abusive past, as well as 

the commitment of the new government to adhere to the human rights and principles of good 

governance. Moreover, constitutions provide a foundational framework for the new legislation 

and implementation of other TJ measures.149 Nevertheless, it has proven to be particularly 

effective during the post-authoritarian transitions to adopt a “transitional constitution”.150 It is 

characteristic for these constitutions that they include, at least in part, provisional measures 

and/or that they are adopted gradually. Such transitional constitutions were adopted, for 

instance, in Chile and Argentina where they “have served to broker the way between military 

and civilian regimes”.151  

It is worth noting here that the practice of transitional constitutions was later preferred 

also by the TJ Special Rapporteur. He specifically expressed concerns about too early adoption 

of a new constitution, arguing that in the first phases of transitions the political actors involved 

in the constitution-making might not be sufficiently representative and experienced for such a 
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complicated task. Furthermore, some more immediate needs risk being side-lined due to the 

demanding constitutional debates.152 

3.1.2.  Institutional reforms 

Besides the constitutional and legislative changes, it was important for the post-

authoritarian States to reform the State institutions that were most often involved in human 

rights violations, typically the security forces and the judiciary. It was necessary to reform the 

structures that facilitated or contributed to past violations.153 The overall aims were to 

reorganise the State institutions in a manner that provides better protection for human rights 

and ensures respect for the rule of law, and to (re)establish the civic trust in the State and its 

institutions.  

As most of the serious human rights violations were perpetrated by the security 

apparatus of the States, the measures focused on reduction, reorganisation, and strengthening 

of accountability of military and security forces. Strengthening civilian control and oversight 

of armed and security institutions was seen as a particularly effective and important initiative 

in this regard. Reforms of the security sector thus comprised, for example, rationalisation of 

security bodies and their expenditures, elimination of military prerogatives, implementation of 

effective disciplinary mechanisms, judicial oversight, establishing a civilian ministry of 

defence, and ensuring parliamentary oversight over the military matters (policy, budgets, 

etc.).154  

Concerning the judiciary, the structural changes consisted primarily of measures to 

strengthen the independence and impartiality of courts and judges. Such measures include, for 

instance, ensuring the separation of powers, providing the judiciary with sufficient resources 

coupled with budgetary autonomy, respecting and enforcing the courts’ decisions, appointing 

judges on the basis of objective criteria, or guaranteeing security of tenure.155  

By way of example, Chile has adopted several measures to modernise the courts and 

enacted a new Criminal Procedure Code in order to make the administration of criminal justice 
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more transparent, rational and effective. It has also carried out a reform of the police that aimed 

to, inter alia, raise the standards and control over its procedures.156 

3.1.3.  Vetting 

Even though the structural changes are necessary, they alone are not sufficient for 

restoring civic trust in the State institutions. A great emphasis was thus put on measures known 

as vetting of the institutions’ personnel. Vetting refers to “processes for assessing the integrity 

of individuals to determine their suitability for continued or prospective public employment”.157 

It is grounded in administrative law. Thus, vetting represents an administrative procedure aimed 

at excluding from public office individuals with serious integrity deficits.158 The idea behind 

vetting is twofold – firstly, it is necessary to replace the public officials that were loyal to the 

previous regime, and thus there is a risk of them sabotaging the process of change,159 and 

secondly, the institutions can hardly become trustworthy if they remain populated by 

individuals that committed or contributed to mass human rights violations.160  

There has been a great variability of vetting models adopted by the transitioning States. 

They differ in terms of their targets (which institutions and officials on what hierarchical levels 

should be vetted), screening criteria, and sanctions.161 According to Choi and David, the vetting 

processes can be divided into exclusive and inclusive models. Whereas the exclusive model 

aims to bar the tainted official from holding public office, the inclusive model aims to expose 

the past collaboration but allows the continuation in office.162 

Vetting is a useful tool in TJ also because it can provide at least some accountability for 

past violations and thus help to fill the impunity gap in transitional contexts where criminal 
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prosecutions are often delayed and limited.163 However, the vetting processes have raised a lot 

of controversies. Most notably, concerns were voiced regarding their possible interferences 

with human rights, especially the right to be elected or nominated to public office, right to non-

discrimination and due process rights.164 Critics have also been suspicious that vetting might 

quite easily end up as assigning collective guilt.165 Lastly, the fact that processes often rely on 

information from secret archives have also been a source of a great criticism.166 

With regard to these concerns, there has been a great emphasis on vetting processes not 

ending up as purges, which States should avoid. Whereas vetting screens the officeholders and 

bureaucrats from the perspective of their individual responsibility and integrity, purges exclude 

persons on the sole basis of their membership in or affiliation with a group.167 Purges are thus 

not based on individual responsibility and do not provide sufficient legal safeguards, therefore, 

they may constitute a violation of the rule of law principles.168 

3.1.4.  Demobilisation and reintegration 

Lastly, in many of the Latin American States undergoing a transition, serious human 

rights violations were committed by the States indirectly, through mercenaries, paramilitary 

groups, death squads, etc.169 The last type of preventive measures was thus concerned with 

demobilisation and disbandment of these groups. Such measures included investigation and 

eradication of links between the unofficial armed groups and State institutions, specifically the 

security forces. Finally, it was stressed that these measures need to be accompanied by actions 

aimed at social reintegration of the group members. According to Joinet, without a reintegration 

plan, “the cure may be worse than the disease”170 as the ex-members of parastatal armed groups 

would be tempted to turn to criminal activities.171 

 
163 UN Development Programme, Bureau for Crisis Prevention and Recovery. Vetting Public Employees, supra 
note 158, p. 9 
164 HORNE, Cynthia M. Transitional justice: Vetting and lustration. In: LAWTHER, Cheryl; MOFFETT, Luke; 
JACOBS, Dov (eds.). Research Handbook on Transitional Justice. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing. 2017. 
ISBN 978-1-78195-531-4. DOI: https://doi.org/10.4337/9781781955314, p. 436 
165 STAN, Lavinia. Lustration and vetting. In: In: SIMIĆ, Olivera (ed.). An introduction to transitional justice. 
2nd edition. New York: Routledge, 2020. ISBN 978-1-003-02141-4. p. 157 
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167 HORNE, C. M. Transitional justice: Vetting and lustration, supra note 164, p. 426 
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169 This was especially the case in El Salvador; however, some parastatal groups were formed also in Argentina 
or Chile. See UN Economic and Social Council. The Administration of Justice and the Human Rights of 
Detainees. The Question of Human Rights of Persons Subjected to Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment: 
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3.1.5.  Transfer of the content to the international guidelines 

Most of the above-mentioned measures arose and became understood as possible GNRs 

thanks to the comprehensive recommendations of the first Latin American truth commissions. 

A prominent role in this regard played the Chilean TRC172, in which José Zalaquett was 

seated.173 The Chilean TRC followed the two ultimate objectives of prevention and reparation 

stressed out in Zalaquett’s writings and included a series of recommendations of preventive 

measures in its final report. The suggestions emphasised the need to strengthen the legal 

standard and protection of human rights by bringing Chilean legislation into line with the IHRL, 

reforming the judicial system and security sector, and creating national institutions to protect 

human rights. The Commission further aimed to consolidate the culture of respect for human 

rights, particularly by providing human rights training for the public institutions’ personnel and 

by integrating human rights into formal and non-formal education.174 Later truth commissions 

in other countries undergoing a transition followed this path and included several (similar) 

preventive measures into their recommendations.175 

 These early transitions, especially the truth commissions’ recommendations, later 

served as a source of inspiration for the drafters of the Basic Principles and the Principles to 

Combat Impunity.176 The influence is apparent from the similarities between the TRC’s 

recommendations and measures enumerated in the two sets of principles. According to the 

Basic Principles, States have a duty to take “appropriate legislative and administrative and 

 
172 It is important to add that although the Chilean TRC was important as it was one of the first truth 
commissions, the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission has later been considered a key example 
of a truth commission. For more see for example FIJALKOWSKI, Agata. Truth and reconciliation commissions. 
In: SIMIĆ, Olivera (ed.). An introduction to transitional justice. 2nd edition. New York: Routledge, 2020. ISBN 
978-1-003-02141-4, pp. 108-116 
173 DAVIDOVIC, M., The Law of ‘Never Again’, supra note 11, p. 12 
174 United States Institute of Peace. Report of the Chilean National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation. 
Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1993 [online]. [Accessed 28. February 2022] Available at 
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suggestions on reforms of judiciary and security forces, recommendations aiming to enhance the culture of 
human rights protection by disseminating its findings in schools and using an educational campaign to promote 
mutual respect and peace. It should be noted though, that these states were not transitioning only from an 
oppressive rule but also from a following internal armed conflict. UN Security Council. From Madness to Hope: 
the 12-year war in El Salvador: Report of the Commission on the Truth for El Salvador, S/25500, 1 April 1993. 
[online]. [Accessed 28. February 2022] Available at https://undocs.org/pdf?symbol=en/S/25500, Section V. – 
Recommendations; Guatemala Memory of Silence: Report of the Commission for Historical Clarification 
Conclusions and Recommendations [online]. [Accessed 28. February 2022] Available at 
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other appropriate measures to prevent violations.”177 It then enumerates eight measures that 

should be included in a non-recurrence policy, focusing on institutional and legal reform, 

human rights training, protection of human rights defenders, and promoting conflict resolution 

mechanisms. 178 The 1997 version of the Principles to Combat Impunity similarly stress the 

States’ duty to take appropriate measures to ensure prevention and enumerates measures that 

can be grouped into the following three categories: (i) disbandment of parastatal armed groups, 

(ii) repeal of emergency legislation and abolition of emergency courts, and (iii) measures 

against abusive State officials (i. e. vetting). It is worth noting that three out of six principles 

comprising GNRs were devoted to the last category.179 The Updated Principles to Combat 

Impunity maintained the preventive measures from the previous version of the Principles to 

Combat Impunity but broadened the focus by adding some more general measures, some of 

which stemmed from the Basic Principles. Thus, the narrow focus on emergency legislation, 

for instance, has been widened to more general legislative reform. Besides the reform of laws, 

the measures listed in the Updated Principles to Combat Impunity comprise institutional reform, 

including vetting, and disbandment of parastatal armed groups which was complemented by 

demobilisation and reintegration of child combatants.180 It should be mentioned here, that the 

Updated Principles to Combat Impunity also reflects some more recent experiences and 

expansions of TJ that I discuss below. Therefore, for example, the inclusion of child 

combatants, which is a problem common in post-conflict transitions. 

 Although the truth commissions emphasised and proposed some measures on the more 

societal level, as well as both the Basic Principles and Principles to Combat Impunity left room 

for other appropriate measures, subsequent TJ practice and scholarship preoccupied 

themselves with the legal-institutional reforms, sometimes even narrowly focused on vetting.181 

It was the case also with the UN’s TJ policy, which described TJ as a full range of judicial and 

non-judicial processes that include “individual prosecutions, reparations, truth-seeking, 

institutional reform, vetting and dismissals or a combination thereof”.182 Thus, it was the 

institutional reform that was perceived as one of the vital elements of TJ. Even nowadays, some 

 
177 Basic Principles, supra note 48, par. 3/a 
178 Ibid, par. 23 
179 1997 version of Principles to Combat Impunity, supra note 121, Principles 37-42 
180 Updated Principles to Combat Impunity, supra note 57, Principles 35-38; see also UN Commission on 
Human Rights, Report of the independent expert to update the Set of Principles to combat impunity, supra note 
125, pp. 18-19  
181 DAVIDOVIC, M., The Law of ‘Never Again’, supra note 11, p. 16  
182 See for example UN Security Council, The rule of law and transitional justice, supra note 5, par. 8; or UN 
Guidance Note of the Secretary – General, supra note 20; or UN General Assembly. Resolution adopted by the 
Human Rights Council: Special Rapporteur, supra note 136  
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theorists argue that GNRs should remain focused on institutional reforms and vetting.183 The 

current description of TJ on the website of the International Center for TJ also suggests that it 

is the reform of laws and institutions that constitutes the fourth pillar of TJ, next to the criminal 

prosecutions, truth-seeking, and reparations.184 However, since its emergence, TJ has expanded 

across the globe to various new contexts and it turned out that applying the same model 

developed during the post-authoritarian transitions to these new contexts ends with very 

ambiguous results. Therefore, with the expansion of the field, efforts have been made to enlarge 

the spectrum of GNRs.  

3.2. Expansion of TJ and its impact on GNRs’ content 

Since the emergence of the field, TJ has undergone its own transition.185 It has expanded 

in many ways. First, it has spread around the world, bringing a large number of new contexts 

into the TJ’s scope. From the field’s origin in Latin American political transitions, the TJ 

measures have been transferred to post-conflict settings, then to contexts where an armed 

conflict is still ongoing, and, finally, to contexts where no transition has even taken place.186 

The contextual growth has fuelled further expansions in various dimensions of the field. With 

more and more different contexts, TJ has gained greater political and legal relevance. Growing 

legalisation brought about a proliferation of guidelines and international standards on TJ.187 An 

increasing number of scholars have become interested in the field, examining the effectiveness 

of TJ processes as well as their ambitions. Critical voices have been raised against the limited 

focus on civil and political rights and not recognizing the economic, social and cultural rights. 

A growing debate thus concerned the need to promote economic and social justice.188 

Consequently, these expansions have led to a change in approach to the content of GNRs 

and various new forms of measures have been introduced. From my point of view, what had 

the biggest impact on the GNRs’ content was, first, the contextual expansion from post-
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authoritarian to post-conflict settings, and second, the increasing calls for encompassing socio-

economic issues. 

3.2.1.  Transitional justice in post-conflict settings 

Transitional justice has expanded to post-conflict settings soon after its emergence. Just 

a few years after the first political transitions in the Southern Cone, TJ took place in States like 

El Salvador or Guatemala where the dictatorships were replaced by civil wars. Other countries 

affected by an armed conflict like Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sierra Leone, Cambodia, or Timor-

Leste followed. Consequently, the post-conflict situations have become the predominant 

contexts for TJ.189 However, these contexts and conditions differ dramatically from those in 

which TJ initially took place. Primarily, if in the post-authoritarian contexts the main actor was 

a State with its abusive institutions, post-conflict settings are characterised by involvement of 

multiple actors.190 The violence is distributed more “horizontally”, involving plenty of non-

State armed actors that can range from highly organised armed groups to weak and small groups 

of individuals.191 The motivations of these armed groups usually vary significantly, with 

economic incentives being a frequent and strong factor.192 Various groups with different 

motives and levels of organisation then lead to a great diversity in forms of violence, which 

includes acts of sexual violence, torture, abductions, mutilations, etc. Such widespread and 

diverse violence leaves behind fragmented and severely traumatised societies.193 Academics 

and practitioners also point out that the participation in violence is usually so widespread that 

the categories of perpetrators and victims often overlap.194 

In addition to the extensiveness and diversity of violence, the post-conflict States are 

also generally afflicted by a great economic scarcity. The State institutions in these scenarios 

are also usually significantly weaker (or even absent) than in the post-authoritarian contexts. 

Their coverage, in both territorial and depth meanings, is considerably smaller. The institutions 

do not reach all parts of the State’s territory and significant deficits in enforcement, as well as 
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legal vacuums, exist.195 Finally, the root causes may also be significantly different as the armed 

conflicts often result from wider social conflicts concerning, inter alia, religious, ethnic and/or 

economic issues.  

All these factors make the whole TJ process in post-conflict contexts very challenging. 

In terms of GNRs, the experience with weakly institutionalised post-conflict States showed that 

a new approach to institutional interventions would be required. Pablo de Greiff devoted one 

of his reports as the UN TJ Special Rapporteur to this issue and underlined that due to the 

institutional weakness, TJ measures in post-conflict contexts should rather include a dimension 

of the institutional building than institutional reform.196 In many of the post-conflict States, the 

institutions are so weak or lacking and thus do not need to be reformed but rather built (almost) 

from scratch.197 De Greiff argues that improvement of institutions’ capacity is crucial for 

ensuring redress and prevention.198 With weak State institutions, the implementation of other 

TJ measures is much more difficult and the whole process thus may be seriously undermined. 

He further notes that in the absence of effective State institutions, the general objective of 

improving human rights standards is severely compromised as the State’s ability to ensure and 

protect them is diminished.199 Therefore, according to de Greiff, the TJ agenda should be 

integrated closely with the institutional-building and institutional-strengthening processes. 

Besides the institutional building, which is a long-term process, some more immediate 

measures should be undertaken. Primarily, de Greiff underlines measures aimed at providing 

effective security and recognizing the legal identity of individuals (e.g. by issuing a proof of 

legal identity),  which he also sees as preconditions for other non-repetition measures.200 

Fulfilment of these preconditions is crucial for realisation of most fundamental rights and, in 

general, for participation in social, political, and economic life.201 Without them, the 

effectiveness of the other interventions and the entire transitional process would be undermined. 

Furthermore, as the formal institutions are generally weak, burdened with multiple difficulties 

and have a very limited reach, more attention should be given to other actors, in particular civil 

society organisations (e. g. victims’ organisations, NGOs, religious organisations, or labour 

unions).202 In areas with a little State presence, civil society organisations contribute 
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significantly to prevention by providing civic education, disseminating messages about 

tolerance and peace and thus reducing tensions in societies, or providing mechanisms for 

dispute resolution.203 In general, civil society “plays a key role in providing checks and 

balances in societies, holding governments accountable and advocating the fulfilment of 

rights”.204 Civil society thus has a significant preventive potential that should be promoted and 

strengthened.  At the very least, States should cease and refrain from any attacks (persecution, 

intimidation, etc.) targeted at civil society representatives, and repeal legislation constraining 

the rights to freedoms of association or assembly or otherwise creating obstacles to the 

operation of civil society organisations.205  

Considering the large number of non-State armed actors in conflict situations, one would 

assume that great attention will be paid to measures on demobilisation of combatants. Indeed, 

this is a very complex and important task for reducing the likelihood of a conflict resurgence.206 

However, instead of enlarging the TJ agenda to cover such an issue,207 efforts have been made 

to coordinate TJ processes with disarmament, demobilisation, and reintegration programs 

(DDR).208 This may be because DDR programs frequently coexist and sometimes overlap with 

TJ mechanisms in post-conflict settings. Moreover, DDR programs are usually initiated earlier 

than TJ mechanisms. Whereas the implementation of the TJ initiatives generally requires 

approval of the new government, which needs to be formed first, DDR programs are 

traditionally initiated during the cease-fire or immediately after the conclusion of a peace 

agreement.209 Lastly, DDR programs have also received much more generous support from the 
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international community. Such inclinations toward DDR, however, can create tensions as it 

seems to prioritise ex-combatants over victims.210 Coordination of the two programs, on the 

other side, provides a great opportunity to overcome these tensions and contribute to achieving 

DDR’s and TJ’s common objectives of peace and reconciliation.211 On the one hand, DDR 

programs can contribute to security and stability and thus create a conducive environment for 

TJ initiatives. TJ, on the other hand, has the potential to enhance the reintegration of ex-

combatants by, for example, giving them a public space for telling the truth and apologizing 

through the truth commissions, or by reducing resentment of victims and communities, that, 

provided that they receive some form of reparation, do not feel overlooked and thus may be 

more willing to accept ex-combatants.212 More coordination and cooperation then will 

inherently contribute to prevention.  

Finally, while the post-authoritarian transitions shaped the TJ framework to focus on 

atrocities associated with violations of civil and political rights, the demands for TJ in the post-

conflict situations have extended to addressing the structural inequalities and injustices from 

which a violent conflict often results.213 This relates to the second expansion of TJ, which I 

consider to be essential for GNRs’ content development. 

3.2.2.  Encompassing socio-economic dimensions 

 As TJ processes expanded across the globe, the transfer of the developed model turned 

out to have very ambiguous results. Most of the failures have been attributed to TJ’s deficit in 

addressing the key causes of conflict, which are often related to broader social and economic 

structural problems and comprise violations of social, economic and cultural rights.214 Human 

rights advocates thus started to call for enlargement of the TJ’s scope to deal with the economic 

and social dimensions of conflict or repression. Lars Waldorf points to a public lecture given 

by Louis Arbour, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, in 2006 as a starting point of 

this expansion. She criticised in her speech the narrow emphasis on civil and political rights 

and invited TJ to engage also with the violations of economic, social and cultural rights: 
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“Transitional justice must have the ambition of assisting the transformation of 

oppressed societies into free ones by addressing the injustices of the past through 

measures that will procure an equitable future. It must reach to, but also beyond the 

crises and abuses committed during the conflict which led to the transition, into the 

human rights violations that pre-existed the conflict and caused, or contributed to it. 

When making that search, it is likely that one would expose a great number of violations 

of economic, social and cultural rights.”215 

As Waldorf notes, Arbour’s call for encompassing socio-economic issues resonated widely.216 

An increasing number of scholars and practitioners have begun to advocate for addressing the 

social and economic conditions while arguing that as they might be either a root cause or a 

consequence of a conflict, leaving them unaddressed could lead to conflict resurgence.217 Roht-

Arriaza, for example, adds that the violations of socio-economic rights “can have a devastating 

effect, often extending over several generations, as victims are denied educational and medical 

services, social protection, and opportunities for work”.218 Sandoval observes that an important 

development in this regard is evident also in the UN’s TJ policy.219 While the UN Secretary 

General’s report on the rule of law and TJ from 2004 recognised that “the root causes of conflict 

have often been left unaddressed”,220 the 2010 Guidance Note on TJ states that the UN should 

“strive to ensure transitional justice processes and mechanisms take account of the root causes 

of conflict and repressive rule, and address violations of all rights, including economic, social 

and cultural rights.”221 The 2010 Guidance Note further implies that TJ processes should deal 

with issues such as systematic discrimination, poverty, corruption, and unequal distribution of 

wealth and social services.222  

 Even though there has been a growing consensus on the need to encompass socio-

economic wrongs within the TJ framework, there are very different opinions on the extent to 

which these issues should be covered. Some assert that TJ should deal only with economic 

crimes and serious socio-economic rights violations, others suggest a broader scope by adding 
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corruption and plunder of natural resources. Finally, those with the most expansive view 

advocate for including structural issues like systematic discrimination, inequality, or poverty.223 

Different opinions occur also on the matter of how to address the economic and social 

dimensions of conflict. One strand of scholarship suggests enlargement of the TJ framework to 

tackle violations of social, economic and cultural rights and/or enlarging the scope of possible 

perpetrators and contributors to conflict by exposing other non-State actors like businesses, 

media, or faith organisations.224 Others have made efforts to link TJ with development, 

peacebuilding or other parallel interventions.225 A number of scholars went even further and 

suggested that TJ should be supplemented or even replaced by broader transformative justice. 

226 

 Transformative justice advocates have problematised TJ for its top-down and State-

based framing and for being driven by international elite professionals and donors rather than 

local movements.227 Transformative justice aims to shift the focus from legal to social concerns, 

and from States to communities. It underlines a bottom-up approach based on an analysis of the 

lives and needs of populations.228 Transformative justice has been conceptualised as “change 

that emphasises local agency and resources, the prioritization of process rather than pre-

conceived outcomes, and the challenging of unequal and intersecting power relationships and 

structures of exclusion at both local and global levels.”229 Proponents of this expansion have 

argued that without addressing the social and economic structural issues, that underpin many 

conflicts, TJ will come short on its aims to help victims and prevent conflict repetition.230 

 However, there has been a lot of controversy surrounding this expansion, especially 

over the efforts to align TJ with the transformative justice agenda. Most notably, concerns about 

overstretching the TJ agenda have been voiced. Several scholars have warned that TJ will 

become impractical and meaningless if it tries to include too much.231 Primarily, such expansion 

risks making unrealistic promises and thus raising unreasonable expectations, especially 
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amongst victims, who are then left woefully disappointed.232 Furthermore, it may overburden 

the TJ process, which is itself often weakened by a lack of support, funds, and expertise, making 

it an easier target of spoiler behaviour from its opponents.233 

 Even though these concerns are, from my point of view, well-founded, they tend to 

overlook the transformative potential that TJ may have without risking overstretching its 

agenda. Indeed, if TJ is to truly provide redress and prevention from recurrence of past 

atrocities, it is imperative to address the root causes, which include the conditions (social, 

political, economic, etc.) that facilitated the conflict or repression. Attempts to tackle these root 

causes then will inherently contribute to social transformation, or at least to the pursuit of it.234 

Clara Sandoval wrote an inspiring article in which she discusses the limits and possibilities of 

TJ mechanisms to contribute to broader social change, including reduction of structural 

inequalities, discrimination, and poverty.235 She implies that, of the TJ mechanisms, it is the 

GNRs that provide the greatest opportunity to contribute to social reconstruction; and yet they 

remain “the missing piece of the transitional justice puzzle.”236 Roht-Arriaza also argues that 

GNRs “can help navigate between the insufficiency of current measures and the risks of 

overexpansion and continued overpromising that accompany a “transformative” agenda”237 

and thus they can stretch the TJ agenda without breaking it. Therefore, there is room for 

implementing some measures also on the societal level, instead of narrowing the concept to 

vetting or institutional reform.238  

3.3. Current framework of possible measures 

 Having now reviewed the TJ’s expansion, what are the measures to be implemented in 

order to reduce the likelihood of conflict or repression resurgence? It has been clarified that 

GNRs should not be limited to institutional reforms or vetting, rather they should operate on 

various levels and target also the socio-economic structures. While emphasizing that GNRs 

present a function that may be achieved by diverse context-specific measures and thus there is 

no general non-recurrence policy, TJ Special Rapporteur, Pablo de Greiff, has provided a list 
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of measures that a particular non-recurrence policy could include.239 He divides the suggested 

measures into three categories: (i) institutional interventions, (ii) societal interventions, and (iii) 

interventions in cultural and individual spheres.  

 Within the first category, de Greiff first sets out the basic preconditions of ensuring 

security and recognizing legal identity for all. Once these preconditions are met, other legal-

institutional interventions should follow. De Greiff lists a wide array of possible measures such 

as ratification of international human rights and humanitarian law treaties and incorporation of 

the treaty obligations into domestic legislation, judicial and security sector reforms (including 

vetting), and constitutional reforms which comprise, inter alia, removing of discriminatory 

provisions, incorporating a bill of rights, ensuring separation of powers, or adoption of a new 

constitution.240  

 Under the heading of societal interventions, de Greiff stresses the preventive potential 

of civil society and how to enhance it. The first step is fairly simple: in order to strengthen civil 

society, States should refrain from persecuting, intimidating and harassing its representatives 

and from creating obstacles such as constraints to freedoms of association and assembly, or 

freedom of speech. Furthermore, governments should establish programs that advance legal 

empowerment. These initiatives enhance the capacity of individuals and communities to 

exercise and protect their rights more confidently. They also reinforce participation of 

communities in socio-political processes, including TJ. De Greiff states that the stronger civil 

society is, the less likely violations of human rights are to occur. Thus, it should be further 

strengthened through promotion of fundamental freedoms of speech, assembly, and religion, 

establishing of an educational system that develops critical thinking, and by enhancing the 

tradition of openness, transparency and consultation.241 

 Under the last category, de Greiff enumerates some possible interventions in individual 

and cultural spheres. Attempts to make changes in cultural and individual spheres are 

considerably difficult but, at the same time, very powerful. As the main agents in these spheres 

are civil society and individuals, State actors can support and create space for change but only 

hardly intervene directly.242 These spheres are also more resistant to direct and immediate 

change and thus require more time for the change to occur. However, once the change has been 
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achieved, it is more resilient to regression.243 One of the most powerful tools under this category 

is education and, especially, the teaching of history. Educational reform provides a great 

opportunity to transform the ideologies that fuelled past atrocities by building a culture of 

respect for human rights and promoting universal values such as tolerance and social cohesion, 

as well as it contributes to developing fundamental skills of citizens, especially children and 

adolescents, like critical reasoning.244 Other interventions in the cultural sphere include, for 

example, publications in press and works of arts such as theatre performances, novels, movies, 

or paintings.245 Lastly, cultural interventions comprise various commemorative initiatives, be 

it building of museums, erecting of monuments, or opening of archives. It is worth noting here 

that the crucial role of the initiatives aiming to preserve a memory in times of transition is 

gaining increasing attention and there is even a debate going on whether memorialisation 

processes constitute a new, fifth, pillar of TJ.246 

3.4. Personal Considerations 

I have described how the approach to GNR content has evolved from a narrow focus on 

legal-institutional changes to a comprehensive policy encompassing socio-economic 

dimensions of a conflict or repression. It has been clarified that an effective non-recurrence 

policy should work in various spheres, from State institutions to civil society and individuals. 

However, despite the growing consensus among scholars on the need to enlarge the non-

repetition measures, only a few countries in transition have implemented such a comprehensive 

strategy so far.247 One of the countries that have designed a holistic TJ process comprising an 

extensive list of GNRs is Colombia. I explore the Colombian non-recurrence policy in more 

detail in the last chapter of my thesis but before I proceed to that, I would like to make a few 

considerations on what I see essential for every policy of non-repetition.  
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First and foremost, every designing process of a non-recurrence policy must pay great 

attention to the context in which the measures are to be implemented. I described in the first 

chapter, and there is a great deal of literature about this issue, that the whole TJ process must 

reflect the specific context of the country in transition and that there is nothing as a one-size-

fits-all formula. Mechanical implementation of some measures without an analysis of the 

context will very likely fail to meet the specific needs of the given country, even if the same 

measures were effective in another place. From my point of view, this attention to the contextual 

specifics is of vital importance in designing GNRs. The purpose of GNRs is to prevent the 

repetition of past violations. If they are to truly meet this objective, they must address the root 

causes that led to the abuses. Thus, to design appropriate measures, a thorough analysis of the 

context must precede. Such an analysis should investigate “why [the violations] occurred, how 

they were implemented, how they affected the victims and society as a whole, and how they can 

be prevented in future.”248 Roht-Arriaza sets out a question of how far to go in the causal chain 

and answers that the goal is “to find those patterns that set the stage and are likely to lead to 

further violations of human rights or humanitarian law, and focus on those.”249 

 In addition to the investigation of the root causes, the current capacities of the State and 

its institutions need to be carefully considered. A different approach is required in the post-

authoritarian context where the State institutions are generally strong enough to withstand a 

thorough reform process, and in the weakly institutionalised post-conflict settings where the 

institutions need to be built (almost) from scratch. This relates also to the timing and sequencing 

of the measures’ implementation. Institutional reforms, for example, might be phased to ensure 

that the institutions withstand the changes.250 Moreover, transitions are dynamic processes and 

what is necessary and possible to do for prevention varies over time as the capacities and the 

whole environment are changing.251 It is also necessary, in this sense, to reconsider the length 

of the transitional period. While coming to terms with the legacies of past atrocities and 

changing the conditions that facilitated them are long-term ventures, TJ is still widely being 

considered in a short-term manner and the States tend to support the TJ programs only for a 

short period of time.252 
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Another remark I would like to make is that the content-openness of GNRs may be both 

advantage and disadvantage. The advantage is quite obvious – it provides sufficient flexibility 

to adequately respond to the country’s context. Furthermore, it limits the room for inaction 

because even in very fragile contexts afflicted by deep economic scarcity, “there is always 

something that can be done in order to diminish the likelihood of repeated violations.”253 

However, this openness could also quite easily end up as enabling States to adopt whatever is 

the easiest rather than what is most necessary to prevent past abuses from happening again.254 

This argument is closely related to my last point – the term “guarantees of non-repetition” is 

not completely accurate. Hardly any measure could definitively guarantee that the violations 

will not reoccur. Some authors thus prefer to call them “measures aimed at non-recurrence” or 

“measures to prevent recurrence” rather than guarantees.255 Due to this unavoidable uncertainty, 

the obligation put on States to prevent recurrence of violations is not of results but of means.256 

Hence, in order to reduce the likelihood of repetition, the State should “make good faith efforts 

and do all that is reasonably within its means.”257 This is probably also the only lens through 

which the fulfilment of the State’s duty to prevent the repetition of the past violations may be 

evaluated.  
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4.  Colombian experience  
 
 Colombia has endured one of the longest-running armed conflicts in the world that 

involved many different actors, including guerrilla groups, paramilitaries, and Colombian 

armed forces, and was fuelled by various factors. The 50-year conflict started in the 1960s with 

the emergence of several leftist guerrilla movements but was deeply rooted in long years of 

previous social and economic inequality and systematic political violence.258 Preceding the 

conflict, Colombia had experienced a decade of violence known as La Violencia (“The 

Violence”) that stemmed from a conflict between the Colombian Conservative Party and the 

Colombian Liberal Party. La Violencia ended with the conclusion of a peace agreement in 1958. 

The agreement divided State power between the two parties for the next 16 years and, at the 

same time, excluded any other political parties from the system.259 Following these events, three 

main guerrilla groups, the Armed Revolutionary Forces of Colombia (Fuerzas Armadas 

Revolucionarias de Colombia, hereinafter “FARC”), the National Liberation Army 

(Ejército de Liberación Nacional), and the Popular Liberation Army (Ejército Popular de 

Liberación), evolved from peasant and communist uprisings opposing the peace settlement and 

began to fight for Colombia’s political and social transformation.260 In response, the Colombian 

government promoted and encouraged creation of self-defence groups to confront the guerrilla 

units. With the support of the State and Colombian army, these paramilitary groups gained 

significant strength.261 As they grew in force, the paramilitary groups broadened their focus to 

advance the economic interests of the landowning elites and business leaders and began to 

target not only guerrilla fighters but also social leaders, political activists, trade unionists, and 

other civil society representatives that challenged the unequal distribution of political and 

economic power.262 

The main factors of the conflict initially included the clash of communist and capitalist 

ideologies, unequal distribution of land and wealth, and marginalisation of peasant populations 

(especially in the remote rural areas).263 Over the years, however, the political leanings turned 
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out to be less relevant, and the emergence and proliferation of drug trafficking has become one 

of the main drivers of the conflict.264 Control over and access to the resource-rich and drug-

producing areas, especially in the remote parts of the territory with weak State presence, have 

consequently become the central interest of the guerrillas and the paramilitary groups.265  

During the 1990s, both FARC (as the biggest guerrilla group) and paramilitary groups 

had expanded and professionalised, reaching tens of thousands of members each, improving 

their equipment and level of organisation, and increasing their armed actions. The paramilitaries 

also created a united national structure called Self-Defence Forces of Colombia (AUC).266 

According to Uprimny and Sánchez, both FARC and AUC were true armies by that time.267 

Despite several attempts to negotiate on demobilisation and peace, this period was the most 

intense of the whole conflict.268 Nevertheless, in the early 2000s, the Colombian government 

led by new president Alvaro Uribe Velez reached a deal on demobilisation process with the 

AUC leaders.269 The government in these years also underwent a more aggressive military 

campaign against the guerrillas. With significant financial support from the US, the Colombian 

government succeeded in many military operations, diminishing the FARC’s military power.270 

Though the military victories were not successful in absolute terms, they contributed to the 

FARC’s willingness to enter negotiations in the end.271  

The negotiation process between the liberal government of the next president Juan 

Manual Santos and FARC was initiated in November 2012 and resulted in the conclusion of 

the Final Agreement to End the Armed Conflict and Build a Stable and Lasting Peace 

(hereinafter “Peace Agreement”) in August 2016. The first version of the Peace Agreement 

was, however, rejected in a public referendum by a close vote (50.2% against, 49.8% in 

favour)272 due to a massive campaign of its conservative opposers led by the former president 

Uribe.273 After further negotiations and some revisions, the final version of the Peace 
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Agreement was signed by the parties and approved by the Colombian Congress in November 

2016. It is worth noting that the main opposition party, the Democratic Centre, left the Congress 

before the last vote.274 

4.1. Transitional justice system and GNRs in Colombia  

The Peace Agreement creates a broad TJ system entitled the Comprehensive System of 

Truth, Justice, Reparation and Non-Repetition (hereinafter “Comprehensive TJ System”). 

However, it was not the first effort to provide TJ in Colombia. In 2005, the government enacted 

Law 975, popularly known as Justice and Peace Law, which aimed to facilitate the 

demobilisation and reintegration of the former paramilitary members and offered them reduced 

sentences in exchange for full confession and contribution to truth and reparations for 

victims.275 Even more remarkable was the adoption of the so-called Victims’ Law in 2011. The 

Victims’ Law had been the Colombian government's most ambitious and most serious attempt 

to address the ongoing conflict and its consequences with regard to victims.276 The mass and 

long-standing violence has produced nearly eight million victims, with six million being victims 

of forced displacement. Approximately 220,000 people were killed and over 60,000 people 

have disappeared.277 As Summers notes, the armed conflict has seriously affected the most 

vulnerable populations of the country – the indigenous peoples, communities of African 

descent, and the poorest peasant populations.278 The Victims’ Law aimed to provide a 

comprehensive TJ process that, apart from truth, justice and reparations, included several 

measures falling under GNRs.279 Therefore, I will first look at the GNRs contained in the 

Victims’ Law and then I turn to the Peace Agreement and its approach to non-repetition.  

4.1.1.  Victims’ Law 

 The Victims’ Law establishes a comprehensive system of judicial, administrative, 

social, and economic measures that aim to provide recognition, redress, and dignity for victims 

of the Colombian conflict.280 It recognises the victims’ rights to truth, justice and reparations, 

including GNRs. The Law creates a comprehensive reparation program that focuses broadly on 
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all victims that suffered damage due to the violations of international human rights and 

international humanitarian law norms but also addresses specifically the victims of forced 

displacement. It thus deals broadly with land restitution procedures. Besides the broad 

reparation program, the Victims’ Law has created a truth-seeking panel, the National Centre 

for Historical Memory, which has collected testimonies from victims and has published a 

number of reports regarding the conflict.281 

 In terms of the GNRs, the Victims’ Law recognises them as an integral part of the TJ 

mechanisms that “paves the way towards peace and national reconciliation”.282 Chapter X. is 

then devoted to GNRs and enumerates several specific measures. The list of measures first 

implies that verification of facts and dissemination of truth, as well as sanctions imposed on the 

perpetrators of violations, thus measures aimed primarily at truth and justice, contribute to the 

prevention and are, therefore, interconnected with GNRs. Apart from that, the Victims’ Law 

enumerates several measures on the institutional and legislative level, but also some targeting 

the societal sphere. Under the legal-institutional measures, it calls specifically for civilian 

control over the security forces, vetting of public officials and their training in human rights, or 

repeal of laws and administrative acts that facilitated the violations.283  

As to the societal interventions, the Law prescribes measures like promotion of 

mechanisms aimed at preventing and resolving of social conflicts, legal empowerment of 

victims, formulation of national campaign promoting the prevention and condemnation of 

violence against vulnerable groups (especially women, children and adolescents), or measures 

aimed at strengthening the effective participation of the affected and/or vulnerable populations 

in their communities, as well as in the broader social and political contexts.284 Besides these 

measures, the Victims’ Law also calls for demobilisation and dismantling of illegal armed 

groups, including reintegration of child combatants, and technical strengthening and special 

training for de-mining.285 Lastly, Article 150 underlines that in order to ensure effective 

realisation of the enumerated GNRs, the Colombian government must take measures aimed at 

dismantling the political and economic structures that have benefited from and supported the 

illegal armed groups. 
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 To facilitate implementation of the programs, the Victims’ Law has created three special 

institutions: the above-mentioned National Centre for Historical Memory, the Special 

Administrative Unit for the Restitution of Dispossessed and Forcibly Abandoned Land for the 

land restitution program, and the Special Administrative Unit for Victim Support and 

Reparations (hereinafter “Victims’ Unit”), which was tasked with coordination of the entire 

system of victim support and reparations. 286 The Victims’ Unit defined GNRs as “measures, 

actions and processes to avoid repeating the violations, generate changes in how institutions 

function, transform the structural factors of violence and achieve positive effects on political 

culture, with the goal of strengthening prevention”.287 Thus, apart from the institutional 

changes, addressing the structural (political, social and economic) causes that permitted the 

conflict is necessary. The Victims’ Unit then has proposed measures to strengthen inter-

institutional coordination, guaranteeing victims’ access to justice through coordination with the 

Prosecutors’ Office, and other preventive measures aimed especially at overcoming inequality 

and marginalisation, and at strengthening the rule of law.288 

 The Victims’ Law and the Victims’ Unit have embraced the expanded approach to 

GNRs that goes beyond the legal-institutional changes. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of the 

Law’s implementation had been limited as it was being implemented while the violent conflict 

was still ongoing.289 New opportunities, however, occurred with the conclusion of the Peace 

Agreement. The initial ten-year duration of the Victims’ Law has also been extended for another 

ten years.290 The established institutions thus continue their work in a new, presumably more 

peaceful, context.  

4.1.2.  Peace Agreement and the Comprehensive TJ system 

 The final Peace Agreement between the Colombian government and FARC consists of 

the following six interconnected sub-agreements that cover six central topics of the 

negotiations: (i) Comprehensive Rural Reform, (ii) Political Participation, (iii) End of the 

Conflict, (iv) Solution to the Illicit Drugs Problem, (v) Victims, and (vi) Implementation and 
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Verification. The Preamble introduces the Peace Agreement with the interpretation of peace as 

a “superior human right and a prerequisite for the exercising of all other rights and duties”.291 

It then underlines that bringing about peace and social and economic progress requires 

promotion of equality, non-discrimination, and tolerance as universal values.  The text further 

emphasises that changing the conditions that allowed the persistence of violence and resolving 

the historical causes, especially the exclusion and underdevelopment of the rural communities, 

must be achieved. It is clear already from the Preamble that some far-reaching structural 

changes and societal interventions that address the root causes are essential for sustainable 

peace and that the Peace Agreement will, therefore, engage with them. 

 As to the GNRs, the Preamble also recognises “the fundamental right of each individual 

and of society to non-recurrence of the tragedy of the internal armed conflict”.292 GNRs are 

then specifically dealt with in Section 5.1.4 of the Peace Agreement. However, it does not 

provide a list of specific measures. Instead, it says that GNRs will be the result of the 

coordinated implementation of mechanisms and measures of the whole Peace Agreement and 

its Comprehensive TJ System. The text underlines that contribution to prevention and non-

repetition is the primary objective of all the different measures and mechanisms established 

throughout the Peace Agreement. The section thus only reiterates that the implementation of 

the Peace Agreement will contribute to non-repetition by, inter alia, recognition of victims as 

citizens whose rights have been violated, acknowledgment and rejection of the serious human 

rights and humanitarian law violations, ensuring accountability and fighting the impunity, and 

by the promotion of peaceful co-existence.293 To that end, the Colombian government 

expressed its commitment to implement all parts of the Peace Agreement and to “promote, 

protect, respect and guarantee all human rights, including economic, social, cultural and 

environmental rights, with an equity-based and gender-based approach, following the 

principles of equality and progressivity, and to guarantee the right to peace, especially in the 

territories most affected by the conflict”.294 

 The Peace Agreement thus prescribes numerous specific measures falling under GNRs 

that are distributed throughout the whole text. I do not aim to cover all of them in this work as 

there would not be enough space. Instead, I will focus only on four areas addressed by the Peace 

 
291 Final Agreement to End the Armed Conflict and Build a Stable and Lasting Peace, between the National 
Government of Colombia and FARC-EP, 24. November 2016. (English version available at: 
https://www.peaceagreements.org/viewmasterdocument/1845), Preamble, p. 2 
292 Peace Agreement, Preamble, p. 3 
293 Peace Agreement, section 5.1.4. 
294 Peace Agreement, section 5.2, par. 2 

https://www.peaceagreements.org/viewmasterdocument/1845
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Agreement that I see as most relevant for guaranteeing non-repetition. Specifically, the rural 

reform, political participation, reintegration of FARC ex-combatants, and work of the Truth, 

Coexistence and Non-repetition Commission. 

4.1.2.1.  Rural Reform 

 The long-standing exclusion, marginalisation, poverty, and overall underdevelopment 

of the rural communities were some of the key factors of the Colombian conflict. The first sub-

agreement thus deals with comprehensive rural reform. It lays down a foundation for structural 

transformation of the countryside and seeks to enhance the health and well-being of the rural 

population, which should, in the final terms, contribute to sustainable peace and non-repetition 

of the violations. The reform should gradually cover all rural areas of Colombia, starting with 

the zones most affected by the conflict, poverty, institutional weakness, and illicit crop 

cultivation.295  

 The rural reform deals broadly with the issue of access to and use of the land. The Peace 

Agreement creates a Land Fund to distribute the land to rural people. The reform further aims 

to create a special legal system and land registry to improve land ownership and to strengthen 

peaceful conflict resolution.296 Access to land, however, is not on its own sufficient to provide 

effective rural transformation. The Peace Agreement thus aims to create a comprehensive 

national plan to reduce poverty, and generally enhance the well-being and dignity of rural 

populations. It seeks to achieve such aim by providing education, health services, reconstruction 

of infrastructure, and by establishing programmes for dealing with hunger and malnutrition.297 

Finally, the Peace Agreement underlines that for the realisation of the rural transformation, 

strengthening of the State’s presence all over the country is necessary.298 

4.1.2.2.  Political Participation 

 One of the other main drivers of the Colombian conflict was the established political 

exclusionism. Therefore, it is not surprising that political participation was another key topic of 

the negotiations. The second sub-agreement emphasises that consolidating peace requires 

strengthening of political pluralism and thereby ensuring sufficient representation of different 

 
295 Summary of Colombia’s Agreement to End Conflict and Build Peace [online]. [Accessed 20. February 2022] 
Available at: https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/summary-of-colombias-peace-agreement.pdf, 
p. 5 
296 Ibid, pp. 6-7 
297 Peace Agreement, section 1. 
298 Summary of Colombia’s Agreement, supra note 295., p. 5 

https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/summary-of-colombias-peace-agreement.pdf
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visions and interests.299 To that end, the Peace Agreement proposes measures aimed at fostering 

the creation of new political parties and movements, promoting greater electoral participation, 

and at ensuring better political representation of the whole Colombian population. These 

measures include, for instance, reduction of requirements for the constitution of political parties 

and movements, an increase of their funding, promotion of campaign to stimulate electoral 

participation, a technical audit of the electoral census, or forming of electoral guarantees 

tribunals that would oversee the electoral process.300 The Peace Agreement also deals 

specifically with the transformation of FARC into a legal political party (now known as 

Comunes) as part of its reincorporation into civilian life. Unlike other emerging political parties, 

Comunes is guaranteed five seats in the Senate and five seats in the House of Representatives 

for two terms following the conclusion of the Peace Agreement, regardless of the election 

results.301 It is worth noting that in the elections in 2018, FARC obtained only 1 percent of the 

total vote and thus could not add any seat to those guaranteed by the Peace Agreement.302  

 Besides political parties and movements, the second sub-agreement focuses on citizen 

participation in public affairs. First, the sub-agreement provides for the creation of a 

Comprehensive Security System that should, inter alia, include measures to protect social 

leaders and human rights defenders.303 The Colombian government further undertakes to 

prepare a bill of guarantees to strengthen social movements and organisations and ensure their 

involvement in the dialogue with the State authorities. The bill should include, for instance, 

guarantees for free access to official information, a framework for legal and technical assistance 

for the creation and consolidation of social movements, mechanisms for the funding of social 

initiatives, or guarantees for social protests and demonstration.304 Special funding should also 

be provided to production and dissemination of content fostering the culture of peace through 

community media.305 

 

 
299 Peace Agreement, section 2. 
300 Peace Agreement, sections 2.3.1. - 2.3.4.  
301 Peace Agreement, section 3.2.1.2./a 
302 BAKINER, O. The comprehensive system of truth, justice, reparation, and non-repetition, supra note 273, 
p. 248 
303 Peace Agreement, sections 2.2.1.2 
304 Peace Agreement, sections 2.2.1. - 2.2.2. 
305 Peace Agreement, section 2.2.3. 
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4.1.2.3.  Reintegration of FARC ex-combatants  

 The Peace Agreement lays down a detailed 180-day plan of FARC units’ 

demobilisation. Special Transitional Normalization Concentration Zones were created across 

the country to demobilise and prepare for reintegration the FARC ex-combatants. Over 13,000 

FARC members were demobilised in these zones by August 2017 when the process was 

completed and the FARC guerrilla ceased to exist.306 Nevertheless, as the issue falls rather 

under the field of DDR and there is not enough space to cover the demobilisation plan in this 

work, I will only briefly introduce some measures contained in the reintegration program which 

I consider to be more relevant for the issue of non-recurrence. 

 The Peace Agreement addresses the reintegration of the FARC’s ex-combatants into 

civilian life from two perspectives. Firstly, it deals with the political transformation of FARC 

into legal political party (see previous section). Secondly, it covers the economic and social 

reintegration of the ex-combatants. The reintegration plan includes creation of a socio-

economic census of the FARC’s members to identify and facilitate prospective reintegration 

projects and programs.307 Furthermore, the plan includes measures like one-off financial 

support and monthly stipend of 90 % of the minimal wage for the ex-combatants, or measures 

facilitating access to education, housing, culture, or psycho-social care.308 The government then 

also agreed to take specific measures to reduce the risk of revenge violence against former 

FARC members and their families. These measures aim especially at dismantling and 

prosecuting the paramilitary and other criminal groups. These measures also include, for 

example, specialised protection of FARC political leaders.309  

By autumn 2021, around 54 % of the demobilised ex-combatants had been benefiting 

from collective and individual reintegration projects providing opportunities to start farms and 

agricultural businesses (programs designed in accordance with the census’ results). Over seven 

thousand former FARC members have also enrolled in some educational programs.310 Even 

though the progress has been slow, these are at least some achievements. The protection of the 

ex-combatants, on the other hand, has occurred to be a bigger challenge. As of November 2021, 

 
306 ISACSON, Adam. A Long Way to Go: Implementing Colombia’s peace accord after five years. Washington 
Office on Latin America [online] 23. November 2021 [Accessed 23. February 2022] Available at:  
https://www.wola.org/analysis/a-long-way-to-go-implementing-colombias-peace-accord-after-five-
years/#id.elzpxgnkpz6  
307 Peace Agreement, Section 3.2.2.6 
308 Peace Agreement, Section 3.2.2.8 
309 Peace Agreement, Section 3.4.; see also PICCONE, Ted. Peace with justice: The Colombian experience with 
transitional justice. Foreign Policy at Brookings [online] 2019, [Accessed 23. February 2022] Available at:  
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/FP_20190708_colombia.pdf, pp. 19-20 
310 ISACSON, A. A Long Way to Go, supra note 306 

https://www.wola.org/analysis/a-long-way-to-go-implementing-colombias-peace-accord-after-five-years/#id.elzpxgnkpz6
https://www.wola.org/analysis/a-long-way-to-go-implementing-colombias-peace-accord-after-five-years/#id.elzpxgnkpz6
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/FP_20190708_colombia.pdf
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the Comunes has counted nearly 300 ex-combatants assassinated since the conclusion of the 

Peace Agreement.311 Hundreds of others have faced threats of violence and/or some form of 

ostracism. Some have been even displaced from their homes.312 Moreover, the investigations, 

convictions, and punishments of the perpetrators of these crimes have been slow and 

insufficient, giving an impression of providing impunity.313 These factors severely undermine 

the whole process of reintegration. 

4.1.2.4.  Truth, Coexistence and Non-repetition Commission 

The last non-repetition initiative that I want to present here is the creation of the Truth, 

Coexistence and Non-repetition Commission (hereinafter “Truth Commission”). Even though 

the Truth Commission was created to investigate and explain the armed conflict, the Peace 

Agreement has also tasked it with another objective. That is the promotion of “tolerant, 

respectful, and democratic coexistence across the country’s territories based on the dignity and 

rights of victims”.314 The Peace Agreement does not provide much guidance on how to achieve 

this aim and thus leaves the choice of the way on the Truth Commission. It is also worth 

mentioning here that the Truth Commission was granted only a three-year term (inclusive of 

preparation of the final report)315 to fulfil its ambitious mandate.316   

To achieve (or at least contribute to) the objective of non-repetition, the Truth 

Commission has held several capacity-building workshops with social and community leaders 

and have created around 60 Spaces of capacity-building, where it worked with victims on 

coexistence practices like coping mechanisms or constructive communication strategies.317 

However, during the second year of its mandate, the Covid-19 pandemic has struck. Due to the 

subsequent ban of gatherings and outdoor activities, the Truth Commission had to cancel 

hundreds of planned local events. Even though the Truth Commission has managed to transfer 

 
311 Ibid 
312 International Crisis Group. A Fight by Other Means: Keeping the Peace with Colombia’s FARC [online] 30 
November 2021 [Accessed 23. February 2022] Available at: https://www.crisisgroup.org/latin-america-
caribbean/andes/colombia/092-fight-other-means-keeping-peace-colombias-farc  
313 Ibid 
314 Washington Office on Latin America. A Review of How Colombia’s Truth Commission is Advancing [online] 
6. April 2020 [Accessed 21. February 2022] Available at: https://colombiapeace.org/advancing-truth-
commission/  
315 Peace Agreement, sections 5.1.1.1.4. and 5.1.1.1.7. 
316 The three-year mandate has recently been extended by an additional nine months due to the Covid-19 
pandemic. For more see LIÉVANO, Andrés Bermúdez. Colombia’s TRC Gets an extension to jump over the 

elections. Justice Info [online] 14. October 2021 [Accessed 21. February 2022] Available at: 
https://www.justiceinfo.net/en/83233-colombia-trc-extension-jump-over-elections.html  
317 Washington Office on Latin America. A Review of How Colombia’s Truth Commission is Advancing, supra 
note 314 
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its activities to the virtual sphere (e. g. by podcasts or a TV series), the overall outreach has 

been limited, especially in the rural areas that were mostly affected by the conflict.318  

4.2. Current status of TJ in Colombia 

Colombia has created a comprehensive and highly ambitious TJ model proposing a wide 

array of GNRs. The model embraces a detailed approach to the complex and manifold root 

causes of the Colombian conflict and seeks to change the conditions that allowed for and 

facilitated the conflict. It provides numerous mechanisms pursuing the ultimate objectives of 

sustainable peace and reconciliation. Such an approach is, at least in my view, commendable 

and Colombia has already reached some remarkable achievements. As Piccone observes, the 

first phase of the Peace Agreement’s implementation focusing on disarmament and 

demobilisation proceeded smoothly with demobilizing over 13,000 former FARC members.319 

Next, Colombia has succeeded in holding fair and peaceful national parliamentary and 

presidential elections in 2018 that also reached the highest voter turnout in decades.320 

However, the aspiration to address the multiple issues simultaneously has also caused 

some serious challenges that have slowed down the process. Most notably, the government is 

failing to carry out the broad rural reform and to strengthen the State presence across its territory 

and especially in the rural departments where the coca is grown.321 As the government is falling 

behind on these commitments, the security situation in the remote areas is worsening.  Although 

the many FARC members have been demobilised, there is still a lot of other guerrilla groups 

and criminal organisations operating in Colombia. Some of the former FARC and paramilitary 

units’ members have also reverted to violence and established new criminal groups.322 Thus, 

despite the Peace Agreement, the overall insecurity in Colombia remains on a high level.323 In 

addition to these challenges, the current political will to implement the Peace Agreement raises 

great concerns.324 In 2018, the current president Iván Duque won the presidential elections 

 
318 LIÉVANO, Andrés Bermúdez. How Colombia’s truth commission navigated a pandemic year. Justice Info 
[online] 7. January 2021 [Accessed 21. February 2022] Available at: https://www.justiceinfo.net/en/46412-how-
colombia-truth-commission-navigated-pandemic-year.html  
319 PICCONE, T. Peace with justice. supra note 309, pp. 3-4; see also Washington Office on Latin America. 
Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration [online]. [Accessed 21. February 2022] Available at: 
https://colombiapeace.org/disarmament-demobilization-and-reintegration/  
320 PICCONE, T. Peace with justice. supra note 309, p. 4 
321 Ibid, p. 9 
322 Washington Office on Latin America. Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration, supra note 319 
323 ISACSON, A. A Long Way to Go, supra note 306 
324 Ibid, pp. 6-7 
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partly thanks to his promises to “tear to shreds” the Peace Agreement.325 Allegedly, he is trying 

to “satisfy his conservative coalition partners, who never fully accepted the deal”.326 The 

Duque’s critics declare that he is adopting tactics to undermine the Peace Agreement 

implementation like, for example, reducing the budgetary resources for the proposed measures. 

It is necessary to mention, however, that both the presidential and parliamentary elections’ 

results were relatively tight, creating a strong pro-peace opposition with which the Duque’s 

administration must negotiate to pass legislation and enforce changes (including those 

regulating the TJ model).327  

All these factors, coupled with the global pandemic, considerably complicate the 

implementation of the Peace Agreement and its Comprehensive TJ System which should, in 

the final terms, guarantee non-repetition of the conflict. Some authors have further raised 

concerns that the Peace Agreement lacks measures on institutional reform and vetting, the more 

traditional GNRs.328 From my view, however, the Colombian government has, first, agreed to 

engage broadly with the institutional building agenda in the Peace Agreement (especially in the 

rural areas) and second, included some measures on vetting and institutional reform already in 

the Victims’ Law, which remains in force. Therefore, I would not see them as totally missing 

in the Colombian TJ system. Nevertheless, if these laws will come into lived reality in Colombia 

is still an open question. Even though the plan looks promising on paper, its practical delivery 

is proving to be much more difficult. Whether the model will withstand all the challenges and 

whether Colombia will finally navigate itself toward sustainable peace is thus, at least for now, 

far from clear. 

 
  

 
325 BAKINER, O. The comprehensive system of truth, justice, reparation, and non-repetition, supra note 273, 
p. 248 
326 PICCONE, T. Peace with justice. supra note 309, p. 4 
327 BAKINER, O. The comprehensive system of truth, justice, reparation, and non-repetition, supra note 273, 
pp. 247-248 
328 PICCONE, T. Peace with justice. supra note 309, p. 22; see also DAVIDOVIC, M., The Law of ‘Never 

Again’, supra note 11, p. 20 
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Conclusion 
 

The ultimate objective of “never again” has been present in TJ since the first political 

transitions in Latin America; the context that initially shaped the field. During the subsequent 

development of the field, both theory and practice adhered to this objective. Thus, when the 

four pillars of TJ were later formulated, GNRs were included as one of them. This pillar is, 

however, qualitatively different than the other three - it is concerned mainly with the future 

rather than the past and presents an obligation that may be fulfilled by an open-ended variety 

of measures.  

The specific duty to provide GNRs is based on two obligations imposed on States by 

IHRL. Specifically, the obligation to provide reparation to victims whose rights have been 

violated, and the more general obligation to ensure human rights. Even though the development 

of GNRs within IHRL was partly inspired by the ARSIWA drafts, the obligation of States to 

guarantee non-repetition of gross human rights violations is, contrary to the interstate relations, 

non-exceptional.  

While States have a legal obligation to prevent the repetition of past violations, the 

choice of specific measures remains with them. At the same time, it needs to be admitted that 

no measure can definitively guarantee that the violations will not reoccur. Hence, the obligation 

to provide GNRs is not of result but of means. What is required from States is to make a good 

faith effort and do all that is reasonably within their means to reduce the likelihood of the 

violations being repeated. 

Accordingly, there is no exhaustive list of specific measures that should be adopted to 

fulfil this obligation. This content-openness is required if specific measures are to be designed 

to address the root causes of a conflict. I explained that the initial limitation of the scope of 

GNRs to legislative changes and institutional reform has proven to be insufficient when the 

field has expanded. The model was developed for countries transitioning from a repressive rule 

towards democracy. However, the post-conflict contexts to which it was then transferred and 

in which TJ today primarily takes place, are dramatically different. Furthermore, the legal-

institutional reforms have also turned out as failing to address the root causes of conflict, which 

are often related to broader social and economic structural problems. Thus, it was necessary to 

broaden the scope of possible measures to cover the specific needs of the new contexts as well 

as the socio-economic dimensions of a conflict. The current understanding of GNRs thus 

comprises, in addition to the legal-institutional changes, interventions in the societal, cultural 

and individual spheres.  
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Nevertheless, these expansions are not without risk. As the Colombian experience with 

TJ shows, while designing a comprehensive strategy is a demanding task, its practical delivery 

is even more so. Ambitions to implement too many measures simultaneously may cause some 

serious challenges that can potentially undermine the whole process of a transition. 

Nevertheless, to conclude whether the comprehensive approach to GNRs will ultimately 

contribute to or hamper the non-repetition objective, more empirical studies would be 

necessary. 
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List of Abbreviations 
 

ARSIWA or the 

Articles 

Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally 

Wrongful Acts 

Basic Principles Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to Reparation for 

Victims of Gross Violations of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law 

Chilean TRC Chilean National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation 

Comprehensive TJ 

System 

Comprehensive System of Truth, Justice, Reparation and Non-

Repetition  

FARC Armed Revolutionary Forces of Colombia 

GNRs Guarantees of non-repetition 

IACHR Inter-American Court of Human Rights 

ICCPR International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

ICJ or Court International Court of Justice 

IHRL International human rights law 

ILC International Law Commission 

Peace Agreement Final Agreement to End the Armed Conflict and Build a Stable and 

Lasting Peace 

Principles to Combat 
Impunity 

Set of Principles for the Protection and Promotion of Human Rights 

through Action to Combat Impunity 

Sub-Commission Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of 

Minorities of the UN Commission on Human Rights 

TJ Transitional justice 

TJ Special 
Rapporteur 

Special Rapporteur on the Promotion of Truth, Justice, Reparation 

and Guarantees of Non-repetition 

Truth Commission Truth, Coexistence and Non-repetition Commission 

UN United Nations 

Updated Principles to 

Combat Impunity 

Updated Set of Principles for the Protection and Promotion of Human 

Rights through Action to Combat Impunity 

Victims’ Unit Special Administrative Unit for Victim Support and Reparations 
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The Position of Guarantees of Non-repetition within Transitional Justice 

Abstract 

Within transitional justice (TJ), guarantees of non-repetition (GNRs) refer to measures 

aiming to prevent the recurrence of mass human rights violations. They form one of the four 

pillars of TJ (next to justice, truth and reparation). In contrast with the other three pillars, GNRs 

are concerned primarily with the future and present a function that may be fulfilled by an open-

ended variety of measures. Thus, GNRs aim to fulfil the preventive function of TJ. However, 

although non-repetition is understood as one of the core objectives of TJ, GNRs remain 

underexplored and there is much ambiguity surrounding the topic. This thesis thus aims to 

contribute to the conceptualization of GNRs within TJ. 

To this end, this thesis explores the origins and normative foundations of GNRs as a 

State obligation arising from mass and systematic human rights violations. This analysis starts 

with a review of GNRs within the law of state responsibility, followed by an exploration of the 

concept’s development in international human rights law and TJ. Since GNRs can be conceived 

either as a part of reparations or as a separate pillar of TJ, this section also explores the 

foundations for both of these understandings. Subsequently, this thesis turns to the question of 

how States can fulfil the obligation to provide GNRs. It describes how the content of GNRs 

was initially formed in Latin American political transitions. Whereas these first experiences 

with TJ focused primarily on the legislative and institutional changes, this limited scope turned 

out to be insufficient to ensure non-repetition. Most of the failures have been attributed to the 

deficit in addressing the key causes of a conflict, which are often related to broader social and 

economic structural problems. Thus, this thesis further explains the need to expand the scope 

of possible measures to cover socio-economic dimensions of a conflict. To provide an example 

of how such a comprehensive approach may work in practice, the thesis provides a brief study 

of the Colombian experience. 
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Postavení záruk neopakování v rámci tranzitivní spravedlnosti 

Abstrakt 

Záruky neopakování (ZN) v rámci tranzitivní spravedlnosti (TS) představují opatření, 

jejichž cílem je zabránit opakování rozsáhlého porušování lidských práv. Vedle spravedlnosti, 

pravdy a reparací tak tvoří jeden ze čtyř pilířů TS. Od zbývajících pilířů se však ZN liší tím, že 

se zaměřují především na budoucnost a představují spíše účel, jehož je možné docílit 

prostřednictvím neomezené řady opatření. ZN tedy plní zejména preventivní funkci TS. 

Přestože je neopakování minulých zločinů vnímáno jako jeden z hlavních cílů TS, ZN jsou 

nedostatečné prozkoumány a kolem této problematiky panuje mnoho nejasností. Tato práce si 

klade za cíl přispět ke konceptualizaci ZN v rámci TS. 

Za tímto účelem práce nejprve zkoumá původ a normativní základy ZN jakožto 

povinnosti kladené na státy v důsledku hromadného a systematického porušování lidských 

práv. Tato analýza se zprvu zaměřuje na úpravu ZN v oblasti odpovědnosti států 

v mezinárodním právu a následně na vývoj tohoto konceptu v rámci mezinárodního práva 

lidských práv a TS. Jelikož ZN mohou být pojímány jednak jako součást reparací a jednak jako 

samostatný pilíř TS, vysvětluje tato kapitola i z čeho obě pojetí vyplývají. Následně se práce 

zabývá otázkou, jak je možné povinnost přijetí ZN splnit. Nejprve popisuje, jak byly ZN 

původně formovány během prvních politických tranzicí v Latinské Americe. Původní zaměření 

ZN pouze na legislativní a institucionální změny se však časem ukázalo jako nedostatečné 

k zajištění neopakování porušování lidských práv, a to zejména proto, že nepostihuje primární 

příčiny konfliktů, které často spočívají v širších sociálních a ekonomických strukturálních 

problémech. Práce popisuje následné rozšíření rámce opatření tak, aby ZN pokrývaly i 

socioekonomické aspekty konfliktu. V poslední kapitole je na příkladu Kolumbie ukázáno, jak 

může komplexní přístup k ZN fungovat v praxi.  
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